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Filtering smooth concordance classes
of topologically slice knots
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We propose and analyze a structure with which to organize the difference between
a knot in S3 bounding a topologically embedded 2–disk in B4 and it bounding a
smoothly embedded disk. The n–solvable filtration of the topological knot concor-
dance group, due to Cochran–Orr–Teichner, may be complete in the sense that any
knot in the intersection of its terms may well be topologically slice. However, the
natural extension of this filtration to what is called the n–solvable filtration of the
smooth knot concordance group, is unsatisfactory because any topologically slice
knot lies in every term of the filtration. To ameliorate this we investigate a new
filtration, fBng , that is simultaneously a refinement of the n–solvable filtration and
a generalization of notions of positivity studied by Gompf and Cochran. We show
that each Bn=BnC1 has infinite rank. But our primary interest is in the induced
filtration, fTng , on the subgroup, T , of knots that are topologically slice. We prove
that T =T0 is large, detected by gauge-theoretic invariants and the � , s , �–invariants,
while the nontriviality of T0=T1 can be detected by certain d –invariants. All of
these concordance obstructions vanish for knots in T1 . Nonetheless, going beyond
this, our main result is that T1=T2 has positive rank. Moreover under a “weak
homotopy-ribbon” condition, we show that each Tn=TnC1 has positive rank. These
results suggest that, even among topologically slice knots, the fundamental group is
responsible for a wide range of complexity.

57M25

1 Introduction

One of the most surprising mathematical developments of the last 30 years was the
discovery that R4 , in stark contrast to all other dimensions, has an infinite number of
inequivalent differentiable structures. This was a consequence of the work of Fields
medalists Michael Freedman [20] and Simon Donaldson [15]. In the intervening years
many topological 4–manifolds have been shown to admit an infinite number of smooth
structures, distinct up to diffeomorphism. Indeed, as of this writing there is not a single
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topological 4–manifold that is known to admit a finite (nonzero) number of smooth
structures. This striking difference between the topological and smooth categories can,
in a sense, be traced to the failure of the Whitney Trick in dimension 4; see Gompf
and Stipsicz [27, Theorem 9.27]. This may be thought of as the inability to replace a
topologically embedded 2–dimensional disk by a smoothly embedded disk. Locally,
given a 2–disk, �, topologically embedded in the 4–ball so that @� is a knot K in
S3 � @B4 , we cannot necessarily find a smoothly embedded disk with K as boundary
(as first investigated by Fox, Milnor and Kervaire in the 1950s). Thus this local failure
may be viewed as a paradigm for the chasm between the categories on the global scale
of 4–manifolds.

Despite this proliferation of smooth structures on 4–manifolds the authors know of
no attempt to organize the set of all such structures. Here we propose a scheme for
organizing this difference in categories for the local problem. A knotted circle K in
S3 is said to be topologically slice if it is the boundary of a topologically embedded
2–disk (with a product regular neighborhood) in B4 . A knot is said to be a slice knot if
it is the boundary of a smooth embedding of a 2–disk in B4 . We propose a method for
organizing the difference between these notions (generalizing Gompf [26]). We also
give examples exhibiting new behavior among knots that are topologically slice but
not smoothly slice. Our proposed organizational scheme uses a known group structure
on certain equivalence classes of knots, which we now review.

A knot K is the image of a tame embedding of an oriented circle into S3 . Two knots,
K0 ,! S3 � f0g and K1 ,! S3 � f1g, are (smoothly) concordant if there exists a
proper smooth embedding of an annulus into S3 � Œ0; 1� that restricts to the knots on
S1 � f0; 1g. Let C denote the set of concordance classes of knots. It is known that the
connected sum operation endows C with the structure of an abelian group, called the
smooth knot concordance group. The identity element is the class of the trivial knot. It
is elementary to see that this equivalence class is precisely the set of slice knots. The
inverse of K is the class of the mirror-image of K with the circle orientation reversed,
denoted �K .

In Cochran, Orr and Teichner’s [12] a filtration by subgroups of the topological knot
concordance group was defined. This filtration has provided a convenient framework
for many recent advances in the study of knot concordance. For example, the classical
invariants of Milnor, Levine, Tristram and Casson–Gordon are encapsulated in the low-
order terms. The filtration is also significant because of its strong natural connection
to the techniques of A Casson and M Freedman on the topological classification
problem for 4–manifolds. This filtration my be complete, in that its intersection may be
precisely the set of topologically slice knots. More recent papers (eg Cochran, Harvey
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and Leidy’s [8, page 1423; 9]) and the present paper are concerned only with a filtration
of the smooth knot concordance group suggested by that in [12],

� � � � FnC1 � Fn:5 � Fn � � � � � F1 � F0:5 � F0 � C;

called the .n/–solvable filtration of C . The n–solvable filtration (just like the filtration
of the topological concordance group) is highly nontrivial; each of the associated graded
abelian groups fFn=Fn:5 j n 2Ng contains Z1˚Z1

2
[8; 9].

However the n–solvable filtration of the smooth knot concordance group is not useful
in distinguishing among knots that are slice in the topological category, but not slice in
the smooth category, which is the main focus of this paper. Indeed, if T denotes the
subgroup of smooth concordance classes of knots that are topologically slice, then it
was observed in [8, page 1423] (using [20, Section 8.6]) that

T �
1\

nD1

Fn:

Yet T itself is known to be highly nontrivial. It was first shown in Endo [17] using
gauge-theoretic techniques of Furuta and Fintushel–Stern that T has infinite rank.
Recent work of Hedden–Livingston–Ruberman [34], Hom [35] and Hedden–Kirk [33]
shows that much finer structure exists in T . Yet no proposal has been made to organize
this structure.

It is the purpose of the present work to propose and investigate new filtrations of C
that, like the n–solvable filtration, are highly nontrivial and yet are superior to that
filtration in that they induce nontrivial filtrations of T . Our filtration can also been
seen as a generalization of Gompf’s notion of kinkiness [26]. Our filtration thus retains
the strong connection to the tower techniques of A Casson and M Freedman.

In Section 2, we define nested submonoids, fPng and fNng, of C , which we call
the n–positive and n–negative knots, respectively. A knot is 0–positive (respectively
0–negative) if it bounds a smoothly embedded 2–disk, �, in a smooth, compact,
oriented, simply connected 4–manifold, V , with @V D S3 , where the intersection
form on H2.V / is positive-definite (respectively negative-definite), and where Œ��D 0

in H2.V; @V /. It follows that V is homeomorphic to a punctured #m
1 CP .2/. To

motivate the definition of Pn for n>0, note that if V were diffeomorphic to a punctured
#m

1 CP .2/ and if the corresponding CP .1/ were embedded in the complement of �,
they could be (smoothly) blown-down, resulting in an actual slice disk in B4 . Therefore
we say a knot K is n�positive if H2.V / admits a basis of disjointly embedded surfaces
in the exterior of � , where, loosely speaking, these surfaces are more and more like
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2–spheres as n increases (the precise definitions are in Section 2). The sets of n–
positive and n–negative knots induce monoid filtrations of C , called the n–positive
filtration, fPng, and the n–negative filtration, fNng respectively. Then we observe
that the intersection Bn �Nn\Pn , which we call n–bipolar knots, yields a filtration
of C by subgroups:

f0g � � � � � BnC1 � Bn � � � � � B0 � C:

We show that membership in P0 (and N0 ) is obstructed by (the sign of) many well-
known knot concordance invariants. For example:

Proposition 1.1 Suppose K is a knot.

(1) If K 2 B0 then the Levine–Tristram signature function of K vanishes, so K has
finite order in the algebraic concordance group (Corollary 4.2).

(2) If K 2 B1 then K is algebraically slice (Corollary 5.7).

(3) If K 2 B2 then its Casson–Gordon slicing obstructions vanish, as do all metabe-
lian signature obstructions (Theorems B.1 and 5.8).

In fact, in Section 5 we show that these new filtrations are (essentially) refinements
of fFng and so the nth order signature obstructions that were used to study Fn also
obstruct membership in Bn . Thus, even though the terms of fBng are much smaller
than those of fFng, we are still able to show that the new filtration is highly nontrivial
using the same techniques as were used to show that fFng was nontrivial.

Theorem 7.1 For each n� 1, there exists

Z1 �
Bn

BnC1

;

while for each n� 0; n¤ 1 there exists

Z12 �
Bn

BnC1

:

But the examples of Theorem 7.1 are not topologically slice. So we turn our attention
to the intersection Tn � Bn\ T which yields a filtration of T by subgroups:

f0g � � � � � TnC1 � Tn � � � � � T0 � T :

The advantage of fBng over fFng is that fTng is an interesting nontrivial filtration
of T whereas fFn\ T g is a trivial filtration of T (each term is T itself). Evidence
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that fTng is natural is provided by showing that known invariants fit well into this
structure. We are able to analyze most of the known invariants that obstruct knots from
being smoothly slice and prove (more generally) that they obstruct membership in
certain terms of fTng. Evidence for nontriviality is provided by showing nontriviality
for certain successive quotients Tn=TnC1 .

Specifically, we show that, even among topologically slice knots, membership in P0 is
obstructed by (the sign of) many well-known knot concordance invariants.

Proposition 1.2 If K 2 P0 then:
(1) The Levine–Tristram signature function of K is nonpositive (Proposition 4.1).
(2) �.K/� 0 (Ozsváth–Szabó; see Proposition 4.8).
(3) s.K/� 0 (Kronheimer–Mrowka; see Proposition 4.11).
(4) If, additionally, the pr–signatures of K vanish and the pr–fold cover of S3

branched over K is a homology sphere, then ıp.K/� 0 (Corollary 6.11).
(5) If † is ˙1–surgery on K then d.†/� 0 (Corollary 6.7).
(6) If, additionally, the 2r –signatures of K vanish, then the corresponding Hedden–

Kirk slice obstructions (extending the Fintushel–Stern invariants) obstruct mem-
bership in P0 (see Theorem 4.7).

(7) If K 2 B0 , then �.K/D 0 (see Proposition 4.10).

Here � is the concordance invariant of Ozsváth–Szabó [45] and Rasmussen defined
from Heegard Floer homology, � is the concordance invariant of Hom [35], s is
Rasmussen’s concordance invariant defined from Khovanov homology [49], and ıp
refers to the invariants of Manolescu–Owens [41] and Jabuka [37] (Ozsváth–Szabó
d –invariants associated to prime power branched covers and certain specific spinc –
structures [44]). The term Fintushel–Stern obstructions [18] (as generalized in Hedden–
Kirk [33, Theorem 1]) refers to the invariant of those authors that obstructs a rational
homology 3–sphere from being the boundary of a 4–manifold with positive-definite
intersection form, as applied to a 2r –fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K .

If K 2 N0 then a similar result holds, so that if K 2 B0 then the invariants in
Proposition 1.2 1–5 and 7 are zero. In fact we show that:

Theorem 4.7 The family of topologically slice pretzel knots considered by Endo
generates a

Z1 � T =T0:

The proof uses Endo’s original argument. Similarly, using the extension of the Fintushel–
Stern–Furuta strategy (and the calculations) due to Hedden–Kirk [33, Theorem 1], the
set of Whitehead doubles of the .2; 2n� 1/ torus knots (n> 1) has the same property.
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Hence T =T0 is quite rich and the invariants of Proposition 1.2 are very useful for
proving that a knot is not in T0 , but none is directly useful beyond that.

In Section 6 we prove that the (signs of) Ozsváth–Szabó d –invariants associated to
prime-power branched covers can do slightly better: they obstruct membership in P1

hence obstruct membership in T1 .

Theorem 6.5 If K 2 P1 and Y is the pr–fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K ,
then there is a metabolizer G<H1.Y / for the Q=Z–linking form on H1.Y /; and there
is a spinc structure s0 on Y such that d.Y; s0Cyz/ � 0 for all z 2 G , where yz is the
Poincare dual of z . Furthermore we may take s0 to be a spinc structure corresponding
to a spin structure on Y .

A similar but sharper result (Corollary 6.6) holds for the ıp –invariants. Taken together
(varying p ) these invariants yield a homomorphism

T0

T1

�!

1Y
iD1

Z;

but as of now too few calculations have been done for topologically slice knots to prove
that the image is infinitely generated.

None of the invariants above is capable of detecting nontriviality in T1=T2 . Specifically,
the Casson–Gordon slicing obstructions and the d –invariant slicing obstructions vanish
for knots in T1 . Given this, it is surprising that we can show:

Theorem 8.1 The group
T1

T2

has positive rank.

This is shown using a combination of d –invariants and Casson–Gordon invariants.

We also sketch, in Theorem 8.3, the proof of a result only slightly weaker than the desired
end result that Tn=TnC1 is nonzero for every n. Namely we exhibit topologically slice
knots in Tn that do not lie TnC1 in a “weakly homotopy ribbon” fashion (there exists
no .nC 1/–positon V as in Definition 2.2 wherein the inclusion S3 �K! V ��

induces a surjection on Alexander modules). This is shown using a combination of
d –invariants and von Neumann signature invariants.

There is still a lot of room for improvement. Neither of Wh.RHT/ or Wh.Wh..RHT//
(iterated Whitehead doubles of the right-handed trefoil) lies in T0 (as detected, say,
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by their � –invariants), yet we offer no new invariants with which to distinguish them.
Moreover, the positive and bipolar filtrations are still not as discriminating as we could
hope for certain knots with Alexander polynomial 1. For example, in Corollary 3.7
we show that the (untwisted) Whitehead double of any knot in B0 in fact lies in Tn

for every n. Specifically, the Whitehead double of the figure eight knot lies in the
intersection of all Tn . To detect such knots, a different filtration and truly new invariants
are needed.

Finally we remark that, although the bipolar filtration is far superior to the solvable
filtration when studying T , when considering the entire concordance group C , the
solvable filtration is still useful (perhaps more useful). Indeed Bm\Fn is a bifiltration
that is finer that either individual filtration.

Acknowledgements Tim D Cochran is partially supported by the National Science
Foundation grant number DMS-1006908. Shelly Harvey is partially supported by NSF
CAREER grant number DMS-0748458. Peter Horn is partially supported by NSF
Postdoctoral Fellowship number DMS-0902786.

2 Definitions of the filtrations

In this section we define various new relations on C and use these relations to define
the new filtrations of C (and T ) that will be our objects of study. To accomplish this
one should consider relaxing the condition that a knot bounds an embedded 2–disk in
B4 . There are two obvious paths (although they are not unrelated). One possibility is
to relax the condition on the 2–disk and ask only that the knot bound a singular disk or
a surface or a grope, for example. Alternatively, one can relax the condition on B4 ,
and consider when a knot bounds an embedded disk in some other 4–manifold. Here
we take the latter approach.

We say that two knots K and K0 are concordant in V if V is a smooth, compact,
oriented, 4–manifold with @V Š S3 t�S3 and there exists an annulus, A, smoothly
and properly embedded in V whose boundary gives the knots K and �K0 and where
the annulus is trivial in H2.V; @V /. We say that K is slice in V if V is smooth, compact
and oriented with @V Š S3 and there is a 2–disk smoothly embedded in V whose
boundary is K , and where the slice disk is trivial in H2.V;S

3/. This last condition is
important because any knot bounds a smoothly embedded disk in a punctured connected
sum of copies of CP .2/; see Cochran and Lickorish [11, Lemma 3.4].
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In [6, Definition 2.1] Cochran and Gompf defined a relation, K �K0 , on knots that
generalized the relation that K can be transformed to K0 by changing only positive
crossings. We generalize and filter this notion by adding an integer parameter.

Definition 2.1 We say K �n K0 if K is concordant to K0 in a smooth 4–manifold
V such that:

(1) �1.V /D 0.

(2) The intersection form on H2.V / is positive-definite.

(3) H2.V / has a basis represented by a collection of surfaces fSig disjointly and
smoothly embedded in the exterior of the annulus A such that, for each i ,
�1.Si/� �1.V �A/.n/ .

Here G.n/ denotes the nth term of the derived series of the group G , where G.1/ �

ŒG;G� and G.nC1/ � ŒG.n/;G.n/�. Note that any group series satisfying a certain
functoriality could be used here and would give, a priori, a different relation.

It is elementary to verify that these relations descend to relations on C . In particular
if K is any slice knot, and U is the unknot then K �n U and U �n K for every n.
Moreover it is easy to check that each relation is compatible with the monoidal structure
on C , that is, if K �n K0 then K # K00 �n K0 # K00 for any K00 . These verifications
are left to the reader. It follows from 2 and 3 that the matrix of the intersection form
on H2.V / with respect to this basis is an identity matrix. Condition 3 ensures that A

is homologically trivial. Each of the relations �n is clearly reflexive and transitive, but
fails to be symmetric and fails to be antisymmetric.

Definition 2.2 Let Pn , the set of n–positive knots, be the set of (concordance classes
of) knots K such that K �n U , where U is the trivial knot. Let Nn , the set of
n–negative knots, be the set of (concordance classes of) knots K such that U �n K .
Equivalently K is n–positive (respectively, n–negative), if K is slice in a smooth
4–manifold V such that:

(1) �1.V /D 0.

(2) The intersection form on H2.V / is positive-definite (respectively, negative-
definite).

(3) H2.V / has a basis represented by a collection of surfaces fSig disjointly em-
bedded in the exterior of the slice disk � such that �1.Si/� �1.V ��/

.n/ for
each i .

Such a V is called an n–positon for K (respectively an n–negaton for K ).
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Since the surfaces Si are disjoint, the intersection matrix with respect to this basis is
diagonal. Since the intersection form is positive-definite and unimodular, this matrix
is the identity matrix. Thus these conditions imply (by work of Freedman on the
classification of closed, smooth, simply connected 4–manifolds up to homeomorphism)
that any n–positon V is a smooth manifold that is homeomorphic to a (punctured)
connected sum of copies of CP .2/. Hence V is a punctured connected sum of copies
of CP .2/, but with a possibly exotic differentiable structure.

The parameter n in this definition can be motivated by the following observation: if
the surfaces Si were actually spheres then, since Si �Si D 1 (respectively �1), their
regular neighborhoods would be diffeomorphic to that of CP .1/�˙CP .2/ so they
could be (differentiably) excised (blown-down), proving that K is smoothly slice in
B4 endowed with a possibly exotic smooth structure. Condition 3 is intended to
progressively approximate, as n increases, this scenario.

Remark 2.3 This definition extends to links and string links for which the components
have zero pairwise linking numbers.

The sets Pn and Nn are clearly closed under connected sum. However, if K 2 Pn

then �K need not lie in Pn but will certainly lie in Nn . Thus neither Pn nor Nn is a
subgroup of C . However each of the sets in the following definition is a subgroup.

Definition 2.4 The set of n–bipolar knots is Bn �Nn\Pn .

Then, in summary, we have:

Proposition 2.5 fPng and fNng induce filtrations of C by submonoids

f0g � � � � � Pn � � � � � P0 � C;
f0g � � � � �Nn � � � � �N0 � C:

We call these the .n/–positive filtration and .n/–negative filtration of C . Moreover
both fBng and fhPnig induce filtrations of C by subgroups

f0g � � � � � Bn � � � � � B0 � C;
f0g � � � � � hPni � � � � � hP0i � C;

where hPni denotes the subgroup of C generated by the set Pn . The former we call
the .n/–bipolar filtration.

Finally:
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Definition 2.6 Let T � C denote the subgroup represented by knots that are topologi-
cally slice, and let Tn denote Bn\ T .

Proposition 2.7 fPn \ T g and fNn \ T g are filtrations of T by submonoids while
fTng is a filtration of T by subgroups

f0g � � � � � Tn � � � � � T0 � T :

We close with several curiosities, the first of which is quite useful later in the paper.

Corollary 2.8 If K 2 Pn and K 62Nn then no nonzero multiple of K lies in Bn .

Proof For sake of contradiction, suppose mK 2 Bn for a nonzero integer m. Since
Bn is a group we can assume that m> 0. Then in particular mK 2Nn . Since K 62Nn ,
it follows that m > 1. Since K 2 Pn , �K 2 Nn and so .m� 1/.�K/ 2 Nn . Since
the latter is closed under connected-sum,

K DmKC .m� 1/.�K/ 2Nn;

which is a contradiction.

Secondly, if we restrict to Tor(C ), by which we mean the torsion subgroup of C , the
n–positive filtration is a filtration by subgroups.

Corollary 2.9 fPn\Tor.C/g and fNn\Tor.C/g are filtrations of Tor.C/ by subgroups,
and in fact each equals fBn\Tor.C/g.

Proof of Corollary 2.9 Suppose rK D 0 in C for some r > 1. If K 2 Pn then
�K 2 Nn so .r � 1/.�K/ 2 Nn . But since r.�K/ D 0, K D .r � 1/.�K/, so
K 2Nn . Thus K 2 Bn . This shows that

Pn\Tor.C/D Bn\Tor.C/DNn\Tor.C/;

and so each is a subgroup since Bn\Tor.C/ is the intersection of two subgroups.

3 Examples of knots in Pn , Nn and Bn

In this section we give examples of knots lying deep in the various filtrations.

If K can be transformed to K0 by changing some set of positive crossings to negative
crossings then K �0 K0 , as can be seen by blowing-up at the singular points in the
trace of the homotopies that accomplish the crossing changes; see [11, Lemma 3.4]
and [6, Proposition 2.2]. Thus it follows that:
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Proposition 3.1 (Cochran–Lickorish) Any knot that can be changed to a slice knot
by changing positive crossings (between the same component) to negative crossings
lies in P0 .

Proof In [11, Lemma 3.4] it is shown that if K satisfies the hypothesis then K is
slice in a punctured connected-sum of copies of CP .2/. Thus K 2 P0 .

Example 3.2 Any knot that admits a positive projection lies in P0 . The (twisted or
untwisted) Whitehead double of any knot using a positive clasp lies in P0 , since it can
be unknotted by changing a single positive crossing. The figure 8 knot lies in B0 since
it can be unknotted via a positive or a negative crossing.

It is easy to create knots and links lying in Pn or Bn using the satellite construction
and generalizations of this. In particular suppose that ST is a solid torus embedded
in S3 in an unknotted fashion, and � is the oriented meridian circle of ST . Suppose
R is a knot in ST , which when viewed as a knot in S3 will be denoted R. Suppose
that � 2 �1.S

3 nR/.k/ . If k � 1 then R is said to have winding number zero in ST .
Suppose that J is any knot. Then let R.�;J /�R.J / denote the satellite knot with
R as pattern and J as companion. This is also called the result of infection on R by J

along �. It is known that R.�;� / induces a well-defined operator on C .

Proposition 3.3 With notation in the preceding paragraph, suppose that R 2 Pn

(respectively Nn , Bn ), and � 2 �1.S
3 nR/.k/ . Then

R.�;Pn�k/� Pn;(3-1)

respectively

R.�;Nn�k/�Nn;(3-2)

R.�;Bn�k/� Bn:(3-3)

This generalizes [6, Proposition 2.7].

Proof In the next section we will give an equivalent definition of Pn and Nn . Using
the equivalent definition, the proof of Proposition 3.3 is almost identical to that of [7,
Lemma 6.4] (which was done for the n–solvable filtration). We include a different
proof.

By symmetry it suffices to prove Equation (3-1). Suppose J 2 Pn�k and let K �

R.�;J /. We will show that K 2 Pn . Suppose R has slice disk �R in the n–positon
VR . Suppose J has slice disk �J in the .n�k/–positon VJ . We will describe a slice
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disk for K in an n–positon VK . Recall that R lies in an unknotted solid torus ST

whose exterior in S3 we denote ST 0 . The circle � may be viewed as a meridian of
ST or as a longitude of ST 0 . Form a new 4–manifold, VK , as the union of VR and
VJ � .�J � int D2/, identifying ST 0 in the boundary of the former with �J �S1 in
the boundary of the latter, in such a way that the meridian of J is identified with �.
One first observes that @VK is the union of ST with S3 nJ , where the meridian of
J is identified with the meridian of ST . Thus @VK is homeomorphic to S3 and the
image, under this identification, of the knot R is the satellite knot K DR.�;J /. Thus
K is slice in VK (merely by letting �K be the image of the slice disk �R ).

Since VJ is simply connected, �1.VJ n�J / is normally generated by a meridian of
J , which has a representative in �J � S1 . Then, since VR is simply connected, it
follows from the Seifert–Van Kampen Theorem that VK is simply connected.

A Mayer–Vietoris sequence shows that

H2.VK /ŠH2.VR/˚H2.VJ n�J /ŠH2.VR/˚H2.VJ /:

By Definition 2.2 the latter two groups have bases, f†ig and fSj g, disjoint from �R

and �J , respectively. Thus the union of these bases is a basis for H2.VK / consisting
of embedded surfaces disjoint from �K . The intersection form with respect to these
bases is an identity matrix.

It remains only to show that these surfaces satisfy the �1 –condition of Definition 2.2.
This is clear for the †j . For the surfaces Si it suffices to show that

i�
�
�1.VJ n�J /

.n�k/
�
� �1.VK n�K /

.n/:

This follows from two facts. First recall that �1.VJ n�J / is normally generated by a
meridian, �J , of J , and that this meridian is identified with �. Secondly, by hypothesis
�2�1.S

3nR/.k/ , so �2�1.VR n�R/
.k/ . Hence i�.�J /D i�.�/2�1.VK n�K /

.k/ .

Corollary 3.4 Each of the submonoids discussed is closed under forming satellites in
the sense that any satellite knot K DR.�;J / whose pattern knot R and companion
knot J both lie in Pn (respectively Nn , Bn ) itself lies in Pn (respectively Nn , Bn ). If
the winding number is zero then K 2 PnC1 (respectively NnC1 , BnC1 ).

Since taking the untwisted Whitehead double of a knot is a satellite operator with
winding number zero and with unknotted pattern, we have the following.
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Example 3.5 Let Wh.� / denote the untwisted positive Whitehead double operator
(whose clasp has positive crossings). Let Wh�.� / denote the untwisted negative
Whitehead double operator. Now if J 2 Pn , (respectively Nn , Bn ) then both Wh.J /
and Wh�.J / lie in PnC1 (respectively NnC1 , BnC1 ). Since the figure eight knot, E ,
lies in B0 , both Wh.E/ and Wh�.E/ lie in B1 . Since the right-handed trefoil knot,
RHT , is a positive knot, WhC.RHT/ 2 P1 (but not in N0 as we shall see later). On
the other hand Wh�.RHT/ lies in P1 and also lies in B0 since it can be unknotted by
changing the negative crossing undoing the clasp.

Example 3.6 Suppose R is the ribbon knot 946 . Let RHT be the right-handed trefoil
knot, LHT be the left-handed trefoil knot and U be the unknot. Then RHT 2 P0 by
Proposition 3.1. Note that, R.LHT;U /, the knot on the left-hand side of Figure 3.1
is also a ribbon knot, as is the knot R.U;RHT/ (not pictured). Thus the knot K D

R.LHT;RHT/ on the right-hand side of Figure 3.1 may be viewed as a winding number
zero satellite knot with ribbon pattern knot in two different ways and hence we can
apply Proposition 3.3 in two different ways to conclude that

K �R.LHT;RHT/D .R.LHT;� //.RHT/ 2 P1;

K �R.LHT;RHT/D .R.� ;RHT//.LHT/ 2N1:

Thus K 2 B1 .

LHT U RHTLHT

Figure 3.1: K DR.LHT;RHT/

Unfortunately the positive filtration is still not as discriminating as we would hope for
certain kinds of topologically slice knots, namely those with Alexander polynomial 1.
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Corollary 3.7 Suppose K DR.�;J / is a winding number zero satellite knot whose
pattern knot R is a slice knot with Alexander polynomial one, and whose companion
knot J lies in P0 . Then K 2 Pn for all n. Thus the Whitehead double (with either
clasp) of a 0–positive knot is n–positive for all n.

Proof The winding number zero hypothesis means that � 2 �1.S
3 nR/.1/ . Since R

has Alexander polynomial one, its Alexander module is trivial, ie �1.S
3 nR/.1/ D

�1.S
3 n R/.2/ . It follows that �1.S

3 n R/.1/ D �1.S
3 n R/.n/ for all n. Hence

� 2 �1.S
3 nR/.n/ for each n. Since R is slice R 2 Pn . Now Proposition 3.3 with

k D n implies the desired result.

4 Obstructions to lying in P0;N0 and T0

It is well-known that the signature of a positive knot is nonpositive [6, Corollary 3.4].
More generally we shall see that (the signs of) many concordance invariants obstruct
being slice in a positive-definite manifold. In this section we show that membership
in P0 is obstructed by the signs of classical signatures as well as the sign of the
� –invariant and s–invariant. We also see that the slicing obstructions of Donaldson,
Fintushel–Stern and Hedden–Kirk also obstruct membership in P0 .

If K is a knot in S3 , V is a Seifert matrix for K and ! is a complex number of norm
1, then recall the Levine–Tristram !–signature of K , �K .!/, is the signature of

.1�!/V C .1�!/V T :

However, for ! equal to a root of the Alexander polynomial of K , we redefine
�K .!/ to be the average of the two limits lim˛!!˙ �K .˛/. The resulting function,
�K W S

1!Z, we shall call the Levine–Tristram signature function of K . This function
is a concordance invariant. If p is a prime the signatures corresponding to !j , where
! D exp.2� i=pr /, are called the (Tristram) pr–signatures of K .

The following generalizes [6, Theorem 3.16 and Lemma 4.3].

Proposition 4.1 If K 2 P0 then the Levine–Tristram signature function of K is
nonpositive. Moreover, for a prime power pr , if, in addition, the pr–signatures of K

are zero, then the pr–fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K bounds a compact 4–
manifold eV whose intersection form is positive-definite and for which H1.eV IZp/D 0.

Thus if K 2B0 then its signature function is identically zero. Since it is known that the
knot signature function detects elements that are of infinite order in Levine’s algebraic
concordance group we have:
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Corollary 4.2 If K 2 B0 then K has finite order in the algebraic concordance group.
Moreover, for any prime power pr , the pr–fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K

bounds two compact 4–manifolds eV ˙ whose intersection forms are (respectively)
˙–definite and for which H1.eV ˙IZp/D 0.

Corollary 4.3 The knot signatures corresponding to the different prime roots of unity
yield an epimorphism

C
B0

� Z1:

Proof of Proposition 4.1 Since K 2 P0 , K bounds a slice disk � in a manifold V

as in Definition 2.2. Now we mimic the proof of [11, Theorem 3.7]. Let d D pr be a
prime power and let † denote the d –fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K , which
is well known to be a Zp –homology sphere [2, Lemma 4.2]. Since � is disjoint from
a basis for H2.V /, it represents zero in H2.V; @V /. It follows that H1.V ��/Š Z,
generated by the meridian. Thus the d –fold cyclic cover of V branched over �,
denoted eV , is defined and has boundary †. Since H1.V IZp/D 0, it follows from
the proof of [2, Lemma 4.2] that H1.eV IZp/D 0. Thus ˇ1.eV /D 0D ˇ3.eV /.
To compute the signature of eV we make V into a closed 4–manifold and use the
G –signature theorem. Let .B4;FK / be the 4–ball together with a Seifert surface for
K pushed into its interior. Let

.Y;F /D .V; �/[ .�B4;�FK /

be the closed pair, let fW denote the d –fold cyclic branched cover of .B4;FK /, and
let eY be the d –fold cyclic branched cover of .Y;F /. Note that Zd acts on eV , eY andfW with V , Y and B4 respectively as quotient. Choose a generator � for this action.
Let Hi.eY ; j IC/, 0� j < d , denote the exp.2� ij=d/–eigenspace for the action of ��
on Hi.eY IC/; let ˇi.eY ; j / denote the rank of this eigenspace, and let �.eY ; j / denote
the alternating sum of these ranks (similarly for eV and fW ). Let �.eY ; j / denote
the signature of the exp.2� ij=d/–eigenspace of the isometry �� acting on H2.eY IC/
(similarly for eV and fW ). By a lemma of Rochlin, using the G–signature theorem
(see [50] and [2, Lemma 2.1]), since eY is closed and ŒF � � ŒF �D 0,

�.eY ; j /D �.Y /:
Since eY D eV [�fW glued along the rational homology sphere †, this translates to

�.eV ; j /� �.fW ; j /D �.V /� �.B4/:

Since the intersection form of V is, by assumption, positive-definite, �.V /D ˇ2.V /,
so

�.eV ; j /� �.fW ; j /D ˇ2.V /:
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Hence

(4-1) �.fW ; j /D �.eV ; j /�ˇ2.V /:

Consider the covering space eV � e� ! V ��. By [22, Proposition 1.1], for any
0� j < d ,

(4-2) �.V ��/D �.eV � e�; j /:
Since � acts by the identity on H0.eV � e�/, ˇ0.eV � e�; 0/ D 1 and, if j ¤ 0,
ˇ0.eV � e�; j /D 0. Since ˇ1.V ��/D 1, ˇ1.eV � e�/� 1. On the other hand, since
ˇ1.eV /D 0, we must have ˇ1.eV � e�/D 1 generated by a meridian. Since � acts by
the identity on the first homology of this meridian, ˇ1.eV � e�; 0/D 1 and, if j ¤ 0,
ˇ1.eV � e�; j /D 0. Since eV is obtained from eV � e� by adding a 2–handle along a
circle of infinite homological order,

ˇ2.eV � e�; j /D ˇ2.eV ; j /:
For the same reason, since ˇ3.eV /D 0, ˇ3.eV � e�; j /D 0. Similarly, H2.V ��/Š

H2.V / and H3.V ��/ŠH3.V /D 0. Thus Equation (4-2) becomes

(4-3) ˇ2.V /D ˇ2.eV ; j / and so dˇ2.V /D ˇ2.eV /:
Combining this with Equation (4-1) we have

(4-4) �.fW ; j /D �.eV ; j /�ˇ2.eV ; j /:
Thus �.fW ; j / is nonpositive.

But it is known that, if j ¤ 0, then �.fW ; j / is a pr–signature of K (see [53] and [28,
Chapter 12]), that is

�.fW ; j /D �!j .K/;

where ! D exp.2� i=d/. Since the roots of unity, as pr varies, are dense in the circle,
this implies that the entire signature function of K is nonpositive.

From (4-4), we see also that eV is positive-definite if and only if �.fW ; j / D 0 for
each j . Thus if all of the pr–signatures of K are zero, then eV is positive-definite.

Even for topologically slice knots, membership in P0 is often obstructed by the
theorems of Donaldson [15], Fintushel–Stern [18] and Ozsváth–Szabó [45]. In this
regard the following elementary observation is useful (this result is almost the same
as [6, Lemma 2.10]). Recall that if K is an oriented knot and p=q 2Q is nonzero then
Y D S3

p=q.K/, the p=q–framed Dehn surgery on K , is a rational homology 3–sphere
with H1.Y /Š Zp via a canonical map sending the meridian to 1.
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Proposition 4.4 If K� J then for any nonzero p=q 2Q, Y DS3
p=q.K/t�S3

p=q.J /

bounds a compact 4–manifold W with intersection form isomorphic to
L
h1i, for

which there exist canonical isomorphisms H1.@˙W /ŠH1.W /ŠZp . In particular if
K 2P0 (respectively N0 ) then both the C1–framed surgery on K and the �1 surgery
on K bound compact 4–manifolds with positive-definite (respectively negative-definite)
diagonalizable intersection form and H1 D 0.

Proof Suppose K � J via V (as in Definition 2.1 for n D 0). Then doing “Dehn
surgery cross Œ0; 1�” on the annulus in V gives the desired manifold W (more details
are given in [6, Lemma 2.10]). Here, since we have assumed �1.V /D 0, we get the
extra H1 –isomorphism property that was not present in [6].

For the second statement, take J DU and let pD˙1. We remark that the C1–framed
surgery on any knot bounds such a positive-definite manifold, so really it is only the
statement for �1 that has content.

As a consequence, we will show in Corollary 6.7 that the signs of the Ozsváth–Szabó
d –invariants associated to the ˙1–surgeries on a knot obstruct membership in P0

and N0 .

Example 4.5 Let K DWH�.LHT/, where LHT denotes the left-handed trefoil knot.
Since K has Alexander polynomial one it is topologically slice [20]. Thus K 2 T \N0

by Proposition 3.1. But K 62 P0 because, by [26, Corollary 2.5], �1–surgery on K

does not bound a 4–manifold with positive-definite intersection form as required by
Proposition 4.4. Hence K 62 T0

Example 4.6 Suppose p < 0; q > 0; r > 0 are odd and pqC qr C rp D �1. Then
the pretzel knot K.p; q; r/ has Alexander polynomial 1 and hence is topologically
slice. As long as no product of two of p; q; r is �1, it is of infinite order in the smooth
concordance group [11, Corollary 4.3]. Moreover the 2–fold branched cover, †K , is
the Brieskorn sphere †.jpj; q; r/ (with its orientation as the boundary of the canonical
negative-definite resolution) [11, 140–141]. Then, by [18, Theorems 10.1, 10.4], †K

cannot bound a positive-definite 4–manifold as in the conclusion of Proposition 4.1.
Thus K.p; q; r/ 62 T0 . Alternatively, †.p; q; jr j/ bounds its canonical 1–connected
negative-definite plumbing [11, 137–141], Y , whose intersection form is not diag-
onalizable (this is proved in [29, proof of Proposition 3.1, pages 11–12]). Hence
K.p; q; r/ 62 P0 since W [�Y would violate Donaldson’s Theorem.

In [17] Endo showed that a certain infinite subset of the family of knots in Example 4.6
is linearly independent in T . In fact Endo’s argument (using the full strength of
techniques of Furuta and Fintushel–Stern), together with our Proposition 4.1, shows
the following:
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Theorem 4.7 The family of topologically slice pretzel knots considered by Endo
generates a

Z1 � T =T0:

Proof The claim is that Endo’s original proof (together with our Proposition 4.1 for
pD 2) proves this stronger result. Endo’s family is a specific sequence of pretzel knots,
Kk , k D 1; : : : as in Example 4.6. Following Endo, we proceed by contradiction.
Suppose that some nontrivial linear combination, K , of such knots were to lie in T0 .
By taking the concordance inverse we may assume that if m is the largest value for
which Km occurs, then it occurs with a positive coefficient. Since K 2 T0 , K 2 P0 .
The 2–fold branched cover, †K , is a connected sum of the corresponding Brieskorn
homology spheres. By Proposition 4.1 for pD 2, †K is the boundary of a compact 4–
manifold eV whose intersection form is positive-definite and for which H1.eV IZ2/D 0.
Endo’s argument shows (using work of Furuta) that this is a contradiction in the case
that ˇ2.eV /D 0, but it was known that the results of Furuta employed in the proof hold
in our more general context (see [21, page 340], [18, Theorem 1.1 and remarks below
Theorem 1.2] and [19, proof of Theorem 5.1]).

More generally, for any knot K 2P0 with vanishing 2r –signatures, by Proposition 4.1,
the 2r –fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K bounds a compact 4–manifold eV
whose intersection form is positive-definite and for which H1.eV IZ2/D 0. Therefore
the obstruction of Hedden–Kirk (Fintushel–Stern, Furuta) vanishes.

Additionally, it follows immediately from work of Ozsváth–Szabó [45, Theorem 1.1]
that:

Proposition 4.8 (Ozsváth–Szabó) If K 2 P0 then �.K/� 0.

Corollary 4.9 If K 2 B0 then �.K/D 0.

Then, regarding Jennifer Hom’s �–invariant we have:

Proposition 4.10 If K 2 B0 then �.K/D 0.

Proof Note that both K2;1 , the .2; 1/–cable of K , and K2;�1 , the .2;�1/–cable of
K , may be viewed as satellites of K with patterns U2;1 and U2;�1 . Since the latter
are trivial knots, by Corollary 3.4, both K2;1 and K2;�1 lie in B0 . By Corollary 4.9,
�.K/ D �.K2;1/ D �.K2;�1/ D 0. It then follows from [35, Theorem 5.2] that
�.K/D 0.

As regards the Rasmussen s–invariant of knot concordance, it follows quickly from
recent work of Kronheimer–Mrowka [39, Corollary 1.1] that:

Proposition 4.11 If K 2 P0 then s.K/� 0.
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Proof Suppose that K bounds the slice disk � in the 0–positon V . We think of �
as representing a class in �2.V;K/. Consider the exact sequence

�2.S
3;K/

j�
�! �2.V;K/

i�
�! �2.V;S

3/ŠH2.V;S
3/:

Since �1.V /D�1.S
3/D0, by the relative Hurewicz theorem, H2.V;S

3/Š�2.V;S
3/.

Since, by definition, i�.Œ��/D 0 in H2.V;S
3/, i�.Œ��/D 0 in �2.V;S

3/. Hence Œ��
is in the image of j� . Now, by [39, Corollary 1.1], s.K/� 0.

Corollary 4.12 If K 2 B0 then s.K/D 0.

5 Relations with the n–solvable filtration and von Neumann
signature defect obstructions

We show that the n–positive filtration and the n–negative filtration are, essentially,
refinements of the n–solvable filtration of Cochran–Orr–Teichner [12]. This is a
philosophically important point but also allows us to use higher-order signatures to
obstruct membership in Bn .

Before discussing the (simple) connection between these filtrations, the reader might
benefit from being aware of a slight paradigm shift leading to an equivalent definition
of n–positivity (and n–negativity), which looks more like the original definition of
the n–solvable filtration. Note that if K is slice in a manifold V then the boundary
of V n�, which we denote by W , may be identified with the zero-framed surgery on
K , MK . Hence conditions on V n� and K may be reinterpreted as conditions on W

and its boundary MK .

Definition 5.1 (Alternative to Definition 2.2) We say that a knot is an element of Pn ,
and said to be n–positive, if the zero-framed surgery MK bounds a compact, oriented,
connected, smooth 4–manifold W such that:

(1) H1.MK IZ/!H1.W IZ/ is an isomorphism and �1.W / is normally generated
by a meridian of K .

(2) H2.W IZ/ has a basis consisting of connected compact oriented surfaces,
fSi j 1� i � rg, disjointly embedded in W with normal bundles of Euler class 1.

(3) For each i , �1.Si/� �1.W /.n/ .

Thus in particular the intersection form on H2.W / is isomorphic to the standard
diagonal form

L
hC1i (this includes the case that H2.W / D 0). Then we say that

MK is n–positive via W (compare [12, Definition 8.7]), and that W is an n–positon
for MK . Similarly by changing the Euler class to �1, we define Nn , the n–negative
knots. In this case W is called an n–negaton for MK .
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Proposition 5.2 Definition 2.2 is equivalent to Definition 5.1

Proof Suppose that K satisfies Definition 2.2 via V . Let W be the exterior of
the slice disk in V . Then @W D MK , H1.MK / Š H1.W / Š Z and �1.W / is
normally generated by the meridian of K . Moreover H2.W / Š H2.V / which by
hypothesis has a basis of disjoint embedded surfaces Si such that �1.Si/� �1.W /.n/ .
As previously observed, the intersection matrix with respect to this basis is the identity
matrix. Equivalently, for each i , the Euler class of the normal bundle of Si is C1.
Hence K is n–positive via W as required by Definition 5.1.

Conversely suppose K satisfies Definition 5.1 and MK is n–positive via W . Add
a 2–handle along the meridian of K to yield at a smooth 4–manifold V such that,
@V D S3 , �1.V / D 0 and the inclusion of W into V induces an isometry of the
intersection form. Moreover the cobordism from MK to S3 given by adding the
2–handle above, if turned up-side down, is merely the cobordism from S3 to MK

obtained by adding a 0–framed 2–handle along of K . Thus the cocore of the original
handle is a smoothly embedded slice disk, �, for K � @V . From this point of view it
is clear that a copy of K may be viewed as living in @V and is slice V . Moreover, the
collection of surfaces fSig lying in W is a basis for H2.V / and is disjoint from �.
Indeed V n� is diffeomorphic to W . Thus this collection also satisfies Definition 2.2.

Definition 5.1 is very similar to the definition (given first in [10, Definition 2.3]) of
a knot being n–solvable in the sense of Cochran–Orr–Teichner [12]. To relate the
n–positive filtration to the n–solvable filtration, first we define a filtration, fFodd

n g,
which is slightly larger than the n–solvable filtration, fFng, by dropping the “spin
condition” in the latter. Indeed 3 slight variations of the n–solvable filtration have
appeared:

Fn � Fodd
n � FQ

n :

The first is the n–solvable filtration in [12]. The third was called the rational n–solvable
filtration in [12, Definition 4.1]. Fodd

n , which we define below, is essentially the same
as what was called the integral n–solvable filtration in [5, Definition 3.1].

Definition 5.3 A knot K is an element of Fodd
n if the zero-framed surgery MK

bounds a compact, connected, oriented, smooth 4–manifold W such that:

(1) H1.MK IZ/!H1.W IZ/ is an isomorphism.

(2) H2.W IZ/ has a basis consisting of connected, compact, oriented surfaces,
fLi ;Di j 1� i � rg, embedded in W , wherein the surfaces are pairwise disjoint
except that, for each i , Li intersects Di transversely once with positive sign;
moreover, the Li have trivial normal bundles.
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(3) For each i , �1.Li/� �1.W /.n/ and �1.Di/� �1.W /.n/ .

A knot K 2 Fodd
n:5

if, in addition:

(4) For each i , �1.Li/� �1.W /.nC1/ .

Recall that a knot is n–solvable or lies in Fn , if we additionally require that the Di

have trivial normal bundles [10, Definition 2.3]. This forces the intersection form to
be hyperbolic and hence forces W to be spin. All of the results of [12] that obstruct
membership in Fn , obstruct membership in Fodd

n as we shall see. In fact, it was
already observed in [12, Section 4] that these results held for an even larger filtration,
called the rational n–solvable filtration, denoted FQ

n . The definition of the latter is
similar to that above, replacing all occurrences of Z are replaced by Q (or see [12,
Definition 4.1]).

Note that the definitions of K 2 Pn (Definition 5.1), K 2 Fn , and K 2 Fodd
n

(Definition 5.3) are identical except that the intersection form on H2.W / is required to
be, in the first case, a direct sum of C1, in the second case a direct sum of hyperbolic
pairs, and in the third case, a direct sum of matrices of the form�

0 1

1 �

�
;

where � is arbitrary.

We remark, even though it is not necessary for this paper, that there are equivalent
alternative definitions of Fodd

n (and its variants). Specifically:

Definition 5.4 (Alternative definition) K 2 Fodd
n if K bounds a smooth 2–disk �

in a smooth 4–manifold V such that:

(1) H1.V /D 0.

(2) H2.V IZ/ has a basis consisting of connected, compact, oriented surfaces,
fLi ;Di j 1 � i � rg, embedded in V n�, wherein the surfaces are pairwise
disjoint except that, for each i , Li intersects Di transversely once with positive
sign; moreover, the Li have trivial normal bundles.

(3) �1.Li/� �1.V ��/
.n/ and �1.Di/� �1.V ��/

.n/ .

A knot K 2 Fodd
n:5

if, in addition:

(4) For each i , �1.Li/� �1.V ��/
.nC1/ .

Finally:
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Proposition 5.5 For any integer n,

Pn � Fodd
n :

The key to the proof is the simple fact that hC1i˚ h�1i is congruent to the matrix�
0 1

1 �1

�
:

More geometrically, the idea is that if a knot is slice in a smooth manifold V that is
homeomorphic to a punctured #m CP .2/ then, by connect-summing with copies of
�CP .2/ away from the slice disk, we see that K is also slice in V #m.�CP .2//. The
latter is known to be homeomorphic to a punctured #m S2 z�S2 .

Proof Suppose K satisfies Definition 5.1 via W whose intersection form is
L

mhC1i

with basis feig represented by fSi j 1 � i � mg. Then let W 0 DW #m .�CP .2//,
performing the connected sums far away from the Si . Note that the fundamental group
is unchanged. Let Pi be the embedded CP .1/ contained in the i th copy of �CP .2/.
Tube Pi to Si (avoiding the other Sj and Pj ) and call the resulting embedded surface
Li . It will have self-intersection zero and hence trivial normal bundle. Let Di be a
push-off of Si . Then Di intersects Li precisely once. It follows that W 0 together
with the collection fLi ;Dig satisfies Definition 5.3. Hence K 2 Fodd

n .

Corollary 5.6 For any integer n,

Bn � hPni D hNni D hPn[Nni � Fodd
n � FQ

n :

Proof Here the brackets mean “the subgroup generated by”. The last inclusion follows
immediately from the definitions, as do the equalities. If K 2Nn then �K 2 Pn so
�K 2 Fodd

n by Proposition 5.5. Thus K 2 Fodd
n since the latter is a subgroup.

Corollary 5.7 If K 2 P1 (or K 2N1 ) then K is algebraically slice.

Proof If K 2 P1 then K 2 Fodd
1

. By [12, Theorem 4.4] the Blanchfield form on the
rational Alexander module of K has a self-annihilating submodule (a Lagrangian). It
follows that K is an algebraically slice knot.

Because of the close relationship between the n–positive filtration and (variations
of) the n–solvable filtration, there exist signature-defect obstructions that can assist
in determining whether or not a given knot lies in a particular term of P� or B� .
Given a closed, oriented 3–manifold M , a discrete group � , and a representation
�W �1.M /! � , the von Neumann �–invariant, �.M; �/, was defined by Cheeger
and Gromov.
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Theorem 5.8 Suppose K 2 Pn , so K bounds a slice disk � in an n–positon V .
Suppose � is a poly-(torsion-free abelian) group and

 W �1.V n�/ �! �;

is a homomorphism whose restriction to �1.@.V n�//Š �1.MK / is denoted � . Then

�.MK ; �/� 0;

and if, moreover, �.�1.V n�/
.n//D 0, then

�.MK ; �/D 0:

Proof Let W D V n�. Recall that

�.MK ; �/D �
.2/.W;  /� �.W /;

where � .2/.W;  / is the von Neumann signature of W corresponding to  (also called
the L.2/–signature) (see [12, Section 5, Lemma 5.9]. Since the intersection form on
W is positive-definite, �.W /D ˇ2.W /. But it is known that

j� .2/.W;  /j � ˇ2.W /

(see for example [4, Lemma 2.7]). The first part of the theorem follows immediately.

Now suppose  .�1.V n�/
.n//D 0. Since K 2P0 , by Corollary 5.6, K 2FQ

n . Hence
K 2 FQ

n�:5 . Then, by [12, Theorem 4.2], �.ML; �/D 0.

Another major result of [12] is that if K is a slice knot then certain so-called higher-order
Alexander modules of K have submodules that are self-annihilating with respect to a
higher-order Blanchfield linking form. Specifically if � is a poly-(torsion-free abelian)
group then Z� is an Ore domain with classical (skew) field of fractions K . Suppose
R is a classical localization of Z� , where Z� � R � K . If �W �1.MK /! � is a
coefficient system then H1.MK IR/ is defined and is called a higher-order Alexander
module (see [12, Section 2]). Moreover there is a linking form defined on this higher-
order Alexander module that takes values in K=R.

Theorem 5.9 Suppose n�1 and K2Pn , so K bounds a slice disk � in an n–positon
V . Let W DV n�. Suppose � above extends to �1.W / such that  .�1.W /.n�1//D0.
Let P be the kernel of

j�W H1.MK IR/ �!H1.W IR/:

Then P � P? with respect to the higher-order linking form. If R is a PID then
P D P? .
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Proof Since K 2 P0 , by Corollary 5.6, K 2 FQ
n . Then the claimed result follows

from [12, Theorem 4.4]. Note that in the proof of that theorem, the fact that R was a
PID was not used to prove that P � P? .

Note that Theorem 5.9 may be applied to the abelianization map �W �1.MK /!ZD� ,
with RDQŒt; t�1� and with nD 1 to yield Corollary 5.7.

6 d –invariant obstructions to membership in P1 , N1 , B1

and T1

In this section we prove we prove that (the signs of) the Ozsváth–Szabó correction
terms for the prime power cyclic branched covers of a knot obstruct that knot’s lying
in N1 (respectively, in P1 ). First we review the known result that we will generalize,
namely that these corrections terms obstruct a knot’s being a slice knot.

Recall that if K is a knot then any prime power cyclic cover of S3 branched over K is
a Q–homology sphere Y [2]. There is a symmetric, nonsingular linking form defined
on the torsion subgroup of the first homology of any oriented 3–manifold:

`W H1.Y /�H1.Y / �!Q mod Z:

Also recall that, given a rational homology sphere Y and a spinc structure s on
Y , Ozsváth and Szabó have defined the so-called correction term d.Y; s/ 2 Q [44,
Definition 4.1]. They showed that the correction terms are invariants of the spinc –
rational homology cobordism class. More generally, if Y bounds a negative-definite
4–manifold X , and if s 2 spinc.Y / extends to t 2 spinc.X /, the correction term
satisfies [44, Theorem 9.6]

(6-1) c1.t/
2
Cˇ2.X /� 4 d.Y; s/:

There is a similar inequality if X is positive-definite:

(6-2) c1.t/
2
�ˇ2.X /� 4 d.Y; s/:

The meaning of c1.t/
2 is explained more thoroughly later in this section.

These invariants can be combined to yield obstructions to a knots being a slice knot,
which we now review. It is these obstructions that we will generalize. Suppose K is
a slice knot. In that case it is known that the corresponding cover of B4 branched
over the slice disk is a Q–homology ball eV and that the linking form is metabolic [2].
The latter means that there is a metabolizer for the linking form, that is, a subgroup
G , such that G D G? with respect to `. Thus, for any t, ˇ2.eV / D 0 D c1.t/

2 (so
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its intersection form is both positive- and negative-definite), and it follows from (6-1)
and (6-2) that d.Y; s/ D 0. Various authors have observed that this line of thinking
leads to the metastatement: d –invariants of prime power branched covers obstruct
being a slice knot; see Owens and Strle [42], Grigsby, Ruberman and Strle [30], Jabuka
and Naik [38] and Greene and Jabuka [29]. Specifically, by this we mean:

Theorem 6.1 [42, Proposition 4.1, Corollary 4.2] If K is a slice knot and Y is the
pr–fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K , then there is a metabolizer G <H1.Y /

for the Q=Z–linking form on H1.Y /, and there exists a spinc structure s0 on Y such
that d.Y; s0Cyz/D 0 for all z 2G , where yz is the Poincare dual of z . Moreover if X

is the pr–fold cyclic cover of B4 branched over the slice disk for K , then G may be
taken to be the kernel of

j�W H1.Y / �!H1.X /:

Furthermore we may take s0 to be a spinc structure corresponding to a spin structure
on Y .

In this section we extend this result to the metastatement: (the signs of) d –invariants
of prime power branched covers of K obstruct membership in P1 (or in N1 ). By this
we mean:

Theorem 6.2 If K 2 P1 and Y is the pr–fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K ,
then there is a metabolizer G < H1.Y / for the Q=Z–linking form on H1.Y /; and
there is a spinc structure s0 on Y such that d.Y; s0Cyz/� 0 for all z 2G , where yz is
the Poincare dual of z . Moreover if X is the pr–fold cyclic cover of the 1–positon V

branched over the slice disk for K , then G may be taken to be the kernel of

j�W H1.Y / �!H1.X /:

Furthermore we may take s0 to be a spinc structure corresponding to a spin structure
on Y . Furthermore, these correction terms will be even integers.

Before proving Theorem 6.5, we review necessary material about spinc –structures.
Experts can skip to the proof. Most of what is reviewed here can be found in [27,
pages 55–57] and [52, pages 387–390].

Suppose that Y is an oriented Q–homology 3–sphere. The set of spinc structures on
Y (respectively on a 4–dimensional oriented manifold X ) is a nonempty affine set in
one-to-one correspondence with the second cohomology group of Y (respectively X ).
If t2 spinc.X / and ˛ 2H 2.X / then we use the notation tC˛ to denote the element of
spinc.X / obtained from the action of ˛ on t. If @X D Y , given t2 spinc.X /, one may
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restrict to get a spinc structure tjY 2 spinc.Y /. Let j W Y ! X denote the inclusion
map. The action of H 2. � / on spinc. � / is equivariant with respect to the restriction
map in the sense that

.tC˛/jY D tjY C j �.˛/:

This information is encoded by the commutativity of the left-hand side of Diagram (6-3)
below:

(6-3)

H 2.Y /
ˇ!sCˇ // spinc.Y /

c1 // H 2.Y /
P:D: // H1.Y /

H 2.X /
˛!tC˛ //

j�

OO

spinc.X /

jY

OO

c1 // CX �H 2.X /

j�

OO

P:D: // H2.X;Y /

@�

OO

In addition, any spinc structure has a first Chern class, which, for a 4–manifold takes
values in the set, CX , of characteristic elements of H 2.X / (defined below). The
naturality property of the first Chern class is encoded by the commutativity of the
middle square of Diagram (6-3). The map c1 is surjective (and injective if H 2.X / has
no 2–torsion). The first Chern class is affected by the above action according to the
formula

(6-4) c1.tC˛/D c1.t/C 2˛:

Moreover any spin structure induces a unique spinc –structure. Finally any spin struc-
ture on Y induces a spinc –structure on Y that extends to (is the restriction of) some
spinc –structure on X .

If X is a compact oriented 4–manifold with boundary Y and TH2 denotes the torsion
subgroup of H2 , then the composition

(6-5) H2.X /
��
�!H2.X;Y /

P:D:
���!H 2.X /

�
�! Hom.H2.X /;Z/

induces a symmetric bilinear form

H2.X /=TH2.X /˝H2.X /=TH2.X / �! Z

that we call the intersection form of X , denoted x �y . By duality there is an equivalent
form

(6-6) QX W H
2.X;Y /˝H 2.X;Y / �! Z;

where QX .yx; yy/D x � y D hyx [ yy; ŒX �i for x;y 2H2.X /. The first Chern class, c ,
of a spinc structure is a characteristic class, meaning that

(6-7) �.c/.x/� x �x .mod 2/
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for all x 2H2.X /. For � 2H 2.X;Y / we abbreviate �2 ŠQX .�; �/. In the case that
Y is a rational homology sphere this abbreviation can be extended as follows: for any
c 2H 2.X / we may choose � 2H 2.X;Y / such that ��.�/Dmc for some positive
integer m. Then we define

(6-8) c2
�

QX .�; �/

m2
;

which can be shown to be independent of � . This is the meaning of the term c1.t/
2 in

equations (6-1) and (6-2).

Proof of Theorem 6.2 Since K 2 P1 , K bounds a slice disk � in a 1–positon, that
is a 4–manifold V that satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.2. Let X denote the
pr–fold cyclic cover of V branched over �, so @X D Y . This makes sense according
to the first paragraph in the proof of Proposition 4.1.

First we will establish that the intersection form on X is positive-definite and diagonal-
izable. Since V is a 1–positon for K , there exists a collection Si of surfaces disjointly
embedded in W DV n�, representing a basis for H2.V /, such that �1.Si/��1.W /.1/ .
Thus this collection lifts to a collection eS i of prˇ2.V / embedded surfaces in X .
Indeed, their regular neighborhoods lift, so each has self-intersection C1. Moreover,
for different i and j the collections of lifts eS i and eSj are disjoint, since Si and Sj

are disjoint in V . Each of these surfaces represents a homology class xk such that
xk �xk DC1. The set of all such classes is linearly independent in H2.X /=TH2.X /,
since if X

akxk D torsion

then taking the intersection of both sides with xk implies ak D 0. Thus the surfaceseS i (and their translates) form a basis for a free subgroup (of rank prˇ2.V /) of
H2.X /=TH2.X /. We claim that it is a direct summand. For suppose some primitive
element, x , of the lattice spanned by the xk were nonprimitive in H2.X /=torsion,
that is,

x D
X

akxk Dmy

for some m > 1. Then intersecting with xk implies that m divides each ak , con-
tradicting the fact that x was primitive. Finally we claim that eS i is a basis for
H2.X /=TH2.X /, for which it now suffices to show that ˇ2.X /D prˇ2.V /. But by
Corollary 5.7, K is an algebraically slice knot so has zero signature function. Thus
Proposition 4.1 may be applied. In that proof it was shown that ˇ2.X /D prˇ2.V /

(see Equation (4-3)). Hence we have shown that there is a basis for which the inter-
section matrix for X is an identity matrix. In particular the intersection form on X is
unimodular.
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Lemma 6.3 Suppose X is a compact, oriented 4–manifold whose intersection form
is unimodular and whose boundary, Y , is a union of rational homology spheres. Then
the following two (isomorphic) sequences are exact:

(6-9)
TH 2.X /

j� //

P:D:
��

H 2.Y /

P:D:
��

@� // H 3.X;Y /

P:D:
��

TH2.X;Y /
@� // H1.Y /

j� // H1.X /

Moreover the kernel of j� is a metabolizer for the linking form on H1.Y /.

Proof For the first claim it suffices to show the bottom sequence is exact. For this it
suffices to show that any element in the kernel of j� is in the image of some torsion
element. We have the following commutative diagram, where � is the intersection
form:

H2.X /
�� //

� &&

H2.X;Y /

�ıP:D:
��

@� // H1.Y /

.H2.X //
�

Since the intersection form of X is unimodular, � is surjective. Suppose p 2 ker j� and
choose x2H2.X;Y / so that @�.x/Dp . Take y2H2.X / so that �.y/D .�ıP:D:/.x/.
Then @�.x���.y//D p . Moreover x���.y/ is in the kernel of � ıP:D: and hence
is torsion.

Now set G D ker j�W H1.Y /! H1.X /. We claim that G is a metabolizer for the
Q=Z linking form on H1.Y /. This is a standard result in the case that X is a rational
homology ball, which is the case that H2.X / is torsion. But in fact the proof works
as long as the sequences in Equation (6-9) are exact. We will provide some details.
Consider the commutative diagram below, where # denotes Hom.� ;Q=Z/:

TH2.X;Y /
@� //

P:D:
��

H1.Y /
j� //

P:D:
��

TH1.X /

TH 2.X / // H 2.Y /

H 1.X IQ=Z/

ˇX

OO

//

�X

��

H 1.Y IQ=Z/

ˇ

OO

�
��

.TH1.X //
# j#

// .H1.Y //
#
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The maps labeled ˇ and ˇX are Bockstein maps (connecting maps) in the long exact
sequences associated to the coefficient sequence 0!Z!Q!Q=Z! 0. Under our
hypotheses one checks that ˇ is an isomorphism and ˇX is surjective. The right-most
vertical composition is the definition of the linking form, sending x to `.x;� /. The
left-most vertical composition defines a “linking pairing” for X (since the ambiguity
due to the kernel of ˇX is lost when evaluated on TH1.X /). The Kronecker map
� is an isomorphism while �X is surjective. Now, if x;y 2 G , then x D @�.z/ for
some z 2 TH2.X;Y /. It follows that the homomorphism `.x;� / lies in the image
of j # , hence factors through j� and so annihilates y . This shows that G � G? .
Now suppose x 2 G? . Then the map `.x;� / annihilates G and hence descends to
define an element of .H1.Y /=G/# . But the latter embeds in TH1.X / and hence, since
Q=Z is an injective Z–module, this map extends to an element of .TH1.X //

# . Thus
`.x;� / is in the image of j # . It follows that x is in the image of @� , so x 2G . Thus
G? �G .

We now return to the proof of Theorem 6.2. Suppose that s0 D t0jY for some
t02 spinc.X /. If z2G , then the Poincaré dual satisfies yzDj �.˛/ for some ˛2H 2.X /.
To see that s0Cyz 2 spinc.Y / also extends to X , note that

.t0C˛/jY D t0jY C j �.˛/D s0Cyz:

Thus if s D s0Cyz then s D tjY for some t 2 spinc.X /. By Lemma 6.4 below, we
may choose t such that c1.t/

2 D ˇ2.X /. Finally by applying the inequality (6-2),
d.Y; s/� 0.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.2, modulo the proof of Lemma 6.4.

Lemma 6.4 Suppose X is a compact, oriented 4–manifold whose intersection form
is unimodular and whose boundary, Y , is a union of rational homology spheres. Then
for any s 2 spinc.Y / which is the restriction of some spinc structure on X , there is
t 2 spinc.X / with tjY D s and jc1.t/

2j � ˇ2.X / (with equality achievable precisely
when the intersection form is isomorphic to ˙

L
h1i).

Proof By [16, Theorem 1], there exists a characteristic class x 2H 2.X / for which
jx2j � ˇ2.X /. In the case(s) that the form is ˙

L
h1i with respect to the basis feig,

then x D e1C � � �C en is characteristic with jx2j D nD ˇ2.X /. By [16] equality is
achievable only in these cases.

Choose t0 2 spinc.X / so that c1.t
0/D x . Let s0 D t0jY . By hypothesis sD t0jY for

some t0 2 spinc.X /. Thus t0 D t0C˛ for some ˛ 2H 2.X /. Hence sD s0C j �.˛/.
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But since j � .˛/ 2 ker @� , by Lemma 6.3, j �.˛/ D j �.ˇ/ for some torsion class
ˇ 2H 2.X /. Let t 2 spinc be chosen such that tD t0Cˇ . Then

tjY D t0jY C j �.ˇ/D s0C j �.˛/D s

as desired. Moreover, since ˇ is torsion, c1.t/
2 D c1.t

0/2 D x2 .

Of course, by reversing the orientation in Theorem 6.2, we have the analogous result
for knots in N1 .

Theorem 6.5 If K 2N1 and Y is the pr–fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K ,
then there is a metabolizer G0 < H1.Y / for the Q=Z–linking form on H1.Y /; and
there is a spinc structure s0 on Y such that d.Y; s0Cyz/� 0 for all z 2G0 , where yz is
the Poincare dual of z . If X 0 is the pr–fold branched cyclic cover of the 1–negaton
V 0 for K , then G0 may be taken to be the kernel of

j�W H1.Y / �!H1.X
0/:

Furthermore we may take s0 to be a spinc structure corresponding to a spin structure
on Y . Furthermore, these correction terms will be even integers.

Proof Suppose that K 2N1 where V 0 is a 1–negaton for K . Then �K 2 P1 and
V D�V 0 , where V 0 is a 1–positon for �K . Then Theorem 6.2 can be applied to �K

to get the claimed result using the fact that �d.Y; s/D d.�Y; s/.

Corollary 6.6 Suppose K 2 B1 , Y is the pr–fold branched cyclic cover of K and s0

is a spinc structure corresponding to a spin structure on Y . Then d.Y; s0/D 0.

Proof Take z D 0 in both Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 6.5.

If K is an oriented knot and p=q 2 Q is nonzero then S3
p=q.K/, the p=q–framed

Dehn surgery, is a rational homology 3–sphere whose first homology may be identified
with Zp via a canonical map sending the meridian to 1. The spinc –structures on
S3

p=q.K/ can be canonically labeled by elements i 2 Zp [51, Section 2].

Corollary 6.7 Suppose J �K . Then for any nonzero p=q 2Q,

d.S3
p=q.K/; i/� d.S3

p=q.J /; i/;

In particular if K 2 B0 , Y is either the C1 or �1 framed surgery on K and s0 is the
unique spinc structure on Y . Then d.Y; s0/D 0. More generally, if K 2 B0 then the
d –invariants of S3

p=q.K/ agree with those of the lens space obtained by p=q–surgery
on the unknot.
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Proof Suppose J � K . By Proposition 4.4, Y D S3
p=q.K/t�S3

p=q.J / bounds a
4–manifold X whose intersection form is isomorphic to

L
h�1i. In particular this

intersection form is unimodular. Moreover the inclusion maps @˙Y ! Y induce the
identity map Zp�H1.@CY /!H1.@�Y /�Zp . By Lemma 6.4, there is t2 spinc.X /

with tjY D .i; i/ and c1.t/
2 D�ˇ2.X /. Thus by the Ozsváth–Szabó inequality (6-1),

d.Y; .i; i//� 0. Hence d.S3
p=q.K/; i/� d.S3

p=q.J /; i/.

Similarly if K�J then d.S3
p=q.K/; i/�d.S3

p=q.J /; i/. Thus if K 2B0 then, K�U

and U �K , so letting J D U we get the last claim of the corollary.

Since d –invariants associated to prime power cyclic branched covers obstruct member-
ship in T1 , in principle it should be possible to produce an infinite linearly independent
set in T0=T1 . However, due to the paucity of calculations of d –invariants for prime
power branched covers of topologically slice knots, at the moment we are only able to
show:

Corollary 6.8 The rank of T =T1 is at least one.

Proof We will show that any one of topologically slice knots considered by Hedden–
Livingston–Ruberman in [34] has infinite order in this quotient group. Let K be a knot
appearing in that paper associated to a prime p . Suppose nK 2 T1 for some n¤ 0.
Let Y be the 2–fold branched cover over K and let s0 denote a spinc –structure on Y

associated to the unique spin structure on Y . By Corollary 6.6, nd.Y; s0/D 0. But
in [34] it is calculated that d.Y; s0/ is strictly less than 0.

Corollary 6.9 If K 2 B1 and the Q=Z–valued linking form on Y , the pr–fold
branched cover of K , has precisely one metabolizer, then the correction terms from
Theorem 6.5, d.Y; s0Cyz/, vanish (if s0 arises from a spin structure on Y ).

Proof Under this hypothesis, the subgroup G from Theorem 6.5 (where G is taken to
be the kernel of j� ) will necessarily coincide with the subgroup G0 as in Theorem 6.2.
Thus, the spinc structures corresponding to G DG0 will yield vanishing d –invariants.

Example 6.10 Let K D K.25; 2/ denote the two-bridge knot in Figure 6.1. In the
notation of Conway, K corresponds to the rational tangle 25=2 D 12C 1

2
. We will

argue that K 2B0�B1 . It is obvious that K can be unknotted by changing one negative
crossing or by changing six positive crossings. Thus K 2 B0 . The double-branched
cover of K is the lens space L.25; 2/. Since Z25 has only one proper subgroup, there is
only one subgroup that is a metabolizer for the linking form. Therefore, if K 2B1 , then
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Corollary 6.9 implies that L.25; 2/ has at least 5 vanishing d –invariants. But using
Ozsváth and Szabó’s formula for the d –invariants of lens spaces [44, Proposition 4.8]
(and a Mathematica notebook generously provided by Stanislav Jabuka), we compute
the d –invariants of L.25; 2/:�
�
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Figure 6.1: A twist knot

There are only 3 vanishing correction terms, so K 62 B1 .

Sometimes d –invariants associated to prime power branched obstruct membership in
P0 , N0 and B0 , namely in cases where the branched cover is a homology sphere. This
is the case (for any p ) if K is a knot with Alexander polynomial 1. We state only the
B0 case.

Corollary 6.11 Suppose K 2B0 and Y , the pr–fold branched cover over K , is an in-
tegral homology sphere, and s0 is the unique spinc structure on Y . Then d.Y; s0/D 0.

Proof Since K 2 B0 , its pr–signatures vanish by Proposition 4.1. Let X be the
pr–fold branched cover over the slice disk in a 0–negaton. By Proposition 4.1, X has
negative-definite intersection form and, since its boundary is a homology sphere, this
form is unimodular. Hence by Lemma 6.4, there exists t 2 spinc.X / with tjY D s0

and �c1.t/
2 � ˇ2.X /. Thus by the Ozsváth–Szabó inequality (6-1), d.Y; s0/ � 0.

Similarly using a 0–positon we get d.Y; s0/� 0.

7 Nontriviality of the B filtration

In this section we prove that the successive quotients of the terms of the B filtration
have infinite rank and contain infinite rank 2–torsion subgroups. Readers interested
only in topologically slice knots can skip this section.

It is easy to create knots lying in Bn using the satellite constructions discussed in
Section 3. In order to show that such a knot does not lie in BnC1 , it suffices, by
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Corollary 5.6, to show that it does not lie in FQ
n:5

(which implies it doesn’t lie in
FQ

nC1
). For this, the techniques of Cochran, Harvey and Leidy [8; 10] using the

von Neumann signature defects introduced in Cochran, Orr and Teichner [12] can be
successfully brought to bear. Slight modifications are necessary because unfortunately
the specific examples used in [8; 10] (in showing that Fn=Fn:5 has infinite rank) were
not chosen to lie in Bn .

The main idea can already be seen in the knot K D R.LHT;RHT/ of Example 3.6.
There it was observed that, since the right-hand trefoil is a positive knot and the left-
hand trefoil is a negative knot, K 2 B1 . Yet K cannot lie in B2 since it would then
lie in FQ

1:5
and hence would have vanishing Casson–Gordon invariants (alternatively

von Neumann metabelian signature invariants). Specifically the fact that the classical
signatures of the right-handed or left-handed trefoil knot are nonzero obstructs K from
being slice or even lying in B2 (see Appendix B). It does not matter that the signs of
these signatures are different.

Theorem 7.1 For each n, there is an infinite rank subgroup

Z1 �
Bn

BnC1

;

while for each n� 0; n¤ 1 there exists

Z12 �
Bn

BnC1

:

Before proving the theorem, we note that, by happenstance the specific examples used
in [14, Theorem 3.3] do lie in Bn , and so that theorem may be directly applied without
modification to show the slightly weaker result that for n� 1 there is an infinite rank
subgroup

Z1 �
Bn

BnC2

:

Proof First we treat the infinite rank claim. For nD 0 we appeal to Theorem 4.7. Now
fix n�1. We follow the strategy of the proof of [8, Theorem 8.1]. Let fJ j

0
j1� j �1g

be the family of twist knots wherein J
j
0

has Seifert form
�
�1 1
0 �2j

�
. Each of these Arf

invariant zero knots admits a positive projection and hence, by Proposition 3.1, lies in
P0 . It was shown in [13, Proposition 2.6] that f�0.J

j
0
/g is a linearly independent set

of real numbers (here we view R is as a rational vector space). Let R be the ribbon
knot 946 . Let T � denote either the left-hand trefoil or the connected sum of two copies
of the left-handed trefoil (chosen so that �1.R/C �0.T

�/¤ 0; see [8, Theorem 8.1]).
In either case, T � lies in N0 . If necessary delete two members from the set f�0.J

j
0
/g
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in order that afterwards the set f�0.J
j
0
/; �0.T

�/; �1.R/g is a Q–linearly independent
set. Now define J

j
1
DR.T �;J

j
0
/, as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 7.1. Here

the right-hand band of R is tied into the knot J
j
0

and the left-hand band is tied into
the knot T � . Let U be the unknot. Since both R.U;J

j
0
/ (shown on the left-hand side

of Figure 7.1) and R.T �;U / are also ribbon knots (in the first case cut the right-hand
band, in the second case cut the other band), J

j
1

may be viewed as the result of a
doubling operator applied to J

j
0

, namely

J
j
1
DR.T �;U /.J

j
0
/;

or as the result of a doubling operator applied to T � . Hence, by Proposition 3.3,

J
j
1
2 B1:

�R.U;J
j
0
/

U J
j
0

J
j
1 �

J
j
0

T �

Figure 7.1: J
j
1
DR.T �;J

j
0
/

Now for n�2, define an infinite set of knots, fJ j
n j1� j �1g, inductively as shown in

Figure 7.2, by starting with J
j
1

. Since, for any fixed n and j , J
j
n is obtained from J

j
1

by applying a composition of n� 1 doubling operators, we can apply Proposition 3.3
to conclude that J

j
n 2 Bn .

Suppose that some nontrivial linear combination of fJ j
n j 1 � j �1g lay in BnC1 .

Then, by Proposition 5.5, it would also lie in FQ
nC1

. But, in [8, proof of Theorem 8.1,
Step 4, Step 2], it was shown that this set is linearly independent modulo FQ

nC1
. Hence,

this set is linearly independent in Bn=BnC1 .

For the 2–torsion result for n D 0, one simply considers the family of genus one
negative amphichiral knots shown in [9, Figure 2.5]. Since these can obviously be
unknotted by changing either positive or negative crossings, each lies in B0 . If a
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T � J
j
n�1

J
j
n D

Figure 7.2: The family J
j
n 2 Bn

nontrivial sum of these knots were to lie in B1 then it would be algebraically slice by
Corollary 5.7. This is a contradiction since this family is well-known to be a set of
independent 2–torsion elements in the algebraic knot concordance group.

For the 2–torsion results for n> 1 the examples and results of [9] can be applied with
slight modification. First fix n � 2. In [9, Definition 2.6] families of knots Kn are
defined by applying n successive doubling operators operations to a seed knot K0

where K0 has very large classical signature. That is:

Kn
�Rn

ı � � � ıR2
ıR1.K0/;

which ensures that Kn 2Fodd
n . But this does not ensure that Kn lies in Bn . To achieve

this we replace R1.K0/ in the above construction by R.P;N / so that now

Kn
�Rn

ı � � � ıR2
ıR.P;N /;

where R.P;N / is as in Figure 7.3.

Choose P to be a connected sum of a large number of right-handed trefoils and N to
be a connected sum of a large number of left-handed trefoils (the numbers specified
below). Thus P 2 P0 and N 2 N0 so R.P;N / 2 B1 , just as in Example 3.6. It
follows that Kn 2 Bn by Proposition 3.3. Entire families are created by varying the
Alexander polynomials of the ribbon knots R1; : : : ;Rn�1 . Any knots thus created
were shown to be negative amphichiral in [9, Proposition 2.5], which implies that these
knots are of order at most 2 in Bn . It remains to show that, for appropriate choice of
N and P , no sum of elements in this family lies in BnC1 . Establishing this will show
that these knots are “linearly independent” elements of order two in Bn=BnC1 . By
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P N

Figure 7.3: R.P;N /

Proposition 5.5, it suffices to show that no sum of elements in this family lies in FQ
nC1

.
This was shown in [9, Theorem 5.7]. However, in that paper, one begins with any knot
K0 for which �0.K0/, the integral of the Levine–Tristram signature function, is very
large. For our modified knot we need to specify a different condition. Let C be twice
the sum of the Cheeger–Gromov constants of the ribbon knots R1; : : : ;Rn . This will
depend on which ribbon knots are used and so will be different for each member of the
family. Choose the number of left-handed trefoils so that j�0.N /j> C . Then choose
the number of right-handed trefoils so that

�0.P / > C Cj�0.N /j:

This will ensure that for each knot Kn , each of the following is greater than C :
�0.P /, �0.N /, �0.N /C �0.P /C �

1.R/. This is what is needed for the proof of [9,
Theorem 5.7].

8 Topologically slice knots

The proof of the following theorem will essentially occupy the remainder of this paper,
although at the end of this section we sketch the proof that, under an additional “weak
homotopy-ribbon” assumption, the rank of Tn

TnC1
is positive for each n.

Theorem 8.1 The rank of T1

T2
is positive.

Proof Let R be the ribbon knot 946 , and �1:�2 be meridional circles to the left and
right-hand bands of R, respectively, as shown on the left-hand side of Figure 8.1. Let
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J be the twist knot with a negative clasp and 11 twists and let T be Wh.RHT/, where
RHT is the right-handed trefoil knot. Let �1; �2 also denote meridional circles to the
left and right-hand bands of K , respectively.

R�

�1 �2

J

K �

T

Figure 8.1: K DR.J;T /

We will prove that K is of infinite order in T1=T2 . First we show that K 2 T1 . Note
that both R.J;U / and R.U;T /, where U is the unknot, are ribbon knots, as we saw
in Example 3.6. Since T DWh.RHT/ has Alexander polynomial 1, it is a topologically
slice knot by [20], and lies in P1 by Example 3.5. Hence K is a satellite knot whose
pattern R.J;U / is a ribbon knot and whose companion, Wh.T /, is a topologically
slice knot that lies in P1 . It follows that K is a topologically slice knot, that is K 2 T .
Moreover since R.J;U / is slice, it lies in P2 . Thus, since �2 lies in the commutator
subgroup, K 2 P2 by Equation (3-1) of Proposition 3.3. Since J can be unknotted
either via positive crossings or negative crossings, J 2B0 . Since K may also be viewed
as a winding number zero satellite knot with ribbon knot pattern R.U;T / and with
companion J , K 2B1 by Equation (3-3) of Proposition 3.3. Hence K 2 T \B1� T1 .

In the rest of the proof we show K 62N2 , which shows K is nonzero in T1=T2 . It then
will follow immediately from Corollary 2.8 that (since K 2 P2 ) no positive multiple
of K lies in B2 . Consequently no nonzero multiple of K lies in T2 , so K has infinite
order in T1=T2 .

We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that K 2N2 so K bounds a disk � in some V

that satisfies (the negative-definite analogue of) Definition 2.2. Let † denote the 3–fold
cyclic cover of S3 branched over K . It is easy to see that H1.†/ is independent of J

and T and in fact H1.†/ŠZ7hx1i˚Z7hy1i, and that there are only two metabolizers,
hx1i and hy1i, for the Q=Z–valued linking form. A surgery picture of the 3–fold
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cover of S3 branched over K (in the case that J D U ) is shown in Figure 8.2, using
the method of [1]. The homology classes that we call x1 and y1 are represented by
the meridians of the oriented circles labeled by x1 and y1 in this figure.

As we saw in the proof of Proposition 4.1 (even under the weaker hypothesis K 2N0 ),
the 3–fold cyclic cover of V branched over �, here denoted X D eV , is defined and
has boundary †. Since K 2N1 , and V is a 1–negaton, by Theorem 6.5 the kernel of

j�W H1.†/ �!H1.X /

is a metabolizer for the linking form. Hence the proof splits into the two cases
ker.j�/D hx1i and ker.j�/D hy1i.

Case I ker.j�/D hx1i

In this case we will show that even the weaker hypothesis K 2N1 leads to a contra-
diction.

Lemma 8.2 Without loss of generality we may assume that J D U . Specifically, if
K 2 N1 via a 1–negaton for which Case I holds then the same is true for the knot
obtained by letting J be the unknot.

Proof Since J may be unknotted by changing only positive crossings, J �0 U . It
follows that KDR.J;T /�1 R.U;T /. Since K 2N1 , or equivalently, U �1 K , and
since K �1 R.U;T /, it follows that U �1 R.U;T / or, equivalently, R.U;T / 2N1 .
Temporarily let K0 D R.U;T /, and let †0 and X 0 denote the analogous branched
covers. More precisely, K �1 K0 means, after reversing orientation, that K0 is
concordant to K inside a negative definite 4–manifold C with intersection formL
h�1i. Thus K0 is slice in V 0 � V [C . Moreover, since the J does not affect the

Alexander module of K , H1.†/ is naturally isomorphic to H1.†
0/ and under this

identification the kernel of

j 0�W H1.†
0/ �!H1.X

0/DH1. AV [C /

is once again hx0
1
i. This finishes the proof of the lemma.

Therefore if setting J D U leads to a contradiction then we will be done with Case I.
Henceforth, in our proof of Case I, we will just assume that J D U , so K is redefined
as R.U;T / for the rest of Case I (ie we drop the “primes”).

A surgery picture of the 3–fold cover of S3 branched over K is shown in Figure 8.2.

Therefore, by Theorem 6.5, for any z in hx1i,

d.†; s0Cyz/� 0;

where s0 is the spinc structure associated to the unique spin structure on †.
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T T T

>
x1

<
x2

<
y1

>
y2

0 0 0 0

Figure 8.2: The 3–fold branched cover †3

But in Theorem A.1 of Appendix A, we calculate that d.†; s0C4 bx2 /��
3
2

, which is
a contradiction since 4x2 D x1 in H1.†/. This completes the proof of Case I.

Case II ker.j�/D hy1i

We return to K �R.J;T /. We will show, using Casson–Gordon invariants, that K

admits no such 2–negaton even in the topological category. This is counterintuitive
because, since K is topologically slice, all the Casson–Gordon sliceness obstructions
must be zero! The resolution of this apparent paradox is simple. Casson–Gordon
invariants involve a choice of a metabolizer. The so-called Casson–Gordon sliceness
obstruction is that one (not all) of the Casson–Gordon invariants must be zero. So,
even for topologically slice knots, Casson–Gordon invariants obstruct the knots being
slice in such a way that some fixed metabolizer arises.

By Proposition 5.5, since K 2N2 , K 2 Fodd
2

and hence K 2 Fodd
1:5

. More precisely,
we are assuming that K admits a 2–negaton V for which Case II holds (a condition
on the 3–fold branched cover). Recall that in the proof of Proposition 5.5, given a
2–negaton, V , we showed K 2 Fodd

2
by connected summing with copies of CP .2/.

Since this does not alter �1 , we know that K 2 Fodd
2

in such a way that it is slice
via a particular 4–manifold V as in Definition 5.4 (nD 2) wherein the kernel of the
corresponding map j� on 3–fold branched covers is hy1i.

In Appendix B, we show that Casson–Gordon invariants of K obstruct membership
in Fodd

1:5
(something that was essentially already proved in [12, Theorem 9.11]). In

the case at hand the relevant Casson–Gordon invariants of K are equal to certain
well-known algebraic concordance invariants of J (essentially follows from previous
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work of Litherland, Gilmer and Livingston), which we compute to be nonzero (in
Corollary B.3). This is all detailed in Appendix B. Relying on the previous work
alluded to above is delicate, since (due to an error in an early paper of Gilmer) many
of the results stated in the relevant papers are stronger than can currently be proved
(some corrected statements appear in [23]). Moreover we do not need the full strength
of Gilmer’s work anyway, so the gap in his proof is not relevant to us. But this makes
things challenging even for the experts and so we have relegated this to an appendix.

This completes the proof of Theorem 8.1 .

At this time we are unable to show that Tn=TnC1 is nonzero for every n. However we
can exhibit with confidence precise families that will, hopefully, in the future be shown
to give infinite linearly independent sets in Tn=TnC1 . These are given below. Moreover
we do prove below, under a mild “homotopy-ribbon assumption”, that Tn=TnC1 has
positive rank for every n> 1. We view this assumption as a technical hypothesis. We
could also avoid this hypothesis and prove the anticipated result if we were better at
calculating d –invariants of all branched covers of a fixed knot.

Theorem 8.3 For each n> 1 there is a (topologically slice) knot, Kn , in Tn for which
there exists no .nC 1/–negaton V wherein the inclusion S3�K! V n� induces a
surjection on Alexander modules.

Jn�1

K �

T

Figure 8.3: Kn DR.Jn�1;T /

Proof Because this theorem is not the desired end-goal, we only sketch the proof. In
fact the examples and the proof are entirely similar to those of the previous theorem, but
with the role of Casson–Gordon invariants being replaced by higher-order signatures.
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Again let R be the ribbon knot 946 as shown on the left-hand side of Figure 8.1 and
let T be Wh.RHT/. We will specify below a knot Jn�1 2 Bn�1 and then we set
K DKn WDR.Jn�1;T / as shown in Figure 8.3.

Thus each knot Kn is very similar to the example of the previous theorem as shown
on the right-hand side of Figure 8.1. As in the previous proof, since R is a ribbon knot
and T is topologically slice, Kn is topologically slice. Also, as in the previous proof,
since R.U;T / is a ribbon knot and Jn�1 2 Bn�1 , Kn 2 Bn . Hence Kn 2 Tn .

We now recursively specify Jn�1 . Let J1 be as in Figure 8.4, where JC
0

is the
right-handed trefoil knot and J�

0
is the connected-sum of two left-handed trefoil knots.

JC
0

J�
0

J1 D

Figure 8.4: The knot J1

For n> 2 let Jn�1 be given inductively as on the right-hand side of Figure 8.5.

We owe the reader a proof that Jn�1 2 Bn�1 . Note in Figure 8.5 that the knot obtained
by replacing Jn�2 by an unknot is itself a ribbon knot R0 . Thus Jn�2 DR0.Jn�2/.
Hence, by Corollary 3.4, it suffices to show inductively that Jn�2 2 Bn�2 . The base
step of the induction is the assertion that J1 of Figure 8.4 lies in B1 . But this was
already shown in Example 3.6, since JC

0
2 P0 and J�

0
2N0 . (The additional feature

of Jn�1 that will implicitly be used later is that it does not lie in Bn�Fodd
n as detected

by higher-order von Neumann signature defects [8, Theorem 9.1].)

We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that KDKn 2NnC1 so K bounds a disk � in
some .nC1/–negaton V that satisfies (the negative-definite analogue of) Definition 2.2
and wherein the inclusion S3�K!V n� induces a surjection on Alexander modules.
Let † denote the 3–fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K and let X be the 3–fold
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Jn�2

�2

Jn�1 �

Figure 8.5: Jn�1; n� 3

cyclic cover of V branched over �. Let �1; �2 denote meridional circles to the left
and right-hand bands of K , respectively. As we saw in the previous proof, the kernel of

j�W H1.†/ �!H1.X /

is a metabolizer for the linking form. Moreover, H1.†/ Š Z7hx1i ˚Z7hy1i, and
there are only two metabolizers, hx1i and hy1i, for the Q=Z–valued linking form,
where x1 is a lift of �1 and y1 is a lift of �2 . Hence the proof splits into two cases,
ker.j�/D hx1i D hz�1i and ker.j�/D hy1i D hz�2i.

Case I ker.j�/D hx1i

In this case we will show that even the weaker hypothesis K 2N1 leads to a contra-
diction. In fact the proof is identical to the proof of Case I of Theorem 8.1, since in
Lemma 8.2, we showed that we may ignore Jn�1 , in which case our knot K is identical
to that of Theorem 8.1! Moreover here we do not need to use our weak homotopy
ribbon assumption.

Case II ker.j�/D hy1i D hz�2i

Since in this case our proof will work in the topological category and since T is
topologically slice, it may be ignored. The first step in the proof of this case is to use
the weak homotopy ribbon assumption to show Case II implies what we call Case II 0

which is defined as follows. The inclusion map j W S3 nK! V n� induces a map zj�
of integral Alexander modules and the kernel of the composition

� ı zj�W A.K/ �!A.V n�/ �!A.V n�/˝Q
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is known to be self-annihilating with respect to the classical Blanchfield linking form as
long as n�0 [12, Theorem 4.4]. In our case, A.K/ has precisely two such submodules,
generated by �1 and �2 respectively. Then we define:

Case II 0 The kernel of � ı zj� is the submodule generated by �2 .

We show Case II implies Case II 0 . This is the only place where we need our hypothesis
that zj� is surjective. For this implies that A.V n�/ is Z–torsion-free (like A.K/)
and so � is injective. Suppose that Case II 0 were to fail to hold. Then � ı zj�.�1/D 0

so zj�.�1/D 0. Since

A.V n�/Š
G.1/

G.2/
;

where G D �1.V n�/, it would follow that, as a homotopy class, j�.�1/ 2 G.2/ .
It follows that, as a homotopy class, j�. z�1/ 2 �1.X /

.1/ . Thus as a homology class
j�.z�1/D 0, which contradicts our assumption that we are in Case II.

Assuming now that we are in Case II 0 , we can prove that K 62NnC1 by showing that
it is not in FQ

n:5
. This proof is essentially identical to the proofs of [8, Theorem 9.1,

Theorem 8.1, Example 8.4]. The only difference is that in that proof both JC
0

and J�
0

were chosen to have classical signatures of the same sign. Here, in order to get J1 2B1

we needed to choose J�
0
2N0 and JC

0
2 P0 so they will have signatures of opposite

signs. However, as long as the sum of the integrals of their Levine–Tristram signature
functions is large than a certain constant �1.946/ (which is now known due to work of
Christopher Davis to be bounded in absolute value by 1), the proof works the same.

This concludes our sketch of the proof of Theorem 8.3. The only use made of the extra
hypothesis that j� is surjective is to ensure that Case II and Case II 0 coincide. This
could be avoided by doing Case I for branched covers for arbitrarily large primes (not
just 3–fold).

If the extra assumption could be eliminated, then in order the get subgroups of infinite
rank, one would merely replace the 946 knot R by the family in Figure 8.6. The
concordance classes of the resulting families knots Km

n D Rm.Jn�1;T / could be
distinguished (fixed n, varying m) by virtue of their coprime Alexander polynomials
using, in Case I, the techniques of [34] (of d –invariants associated to different p–fold
branched covers) and, in Case II, the techniques of [10].

Appendix A: Calculation of a certain d –invariant

We employ the notation of the proof of Theorem 8.1, Case 1 (where we have already
assumed that J D U ). Recall that the 3–fold branched cover, †, of K � R.U;T /
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m

Figure 8.6: Family of ribbon knots, Rm

is pictured in Figure A.1. In this appendix, we abuse notation in that we will use the
symbols x1;x2;y1;y2 to denote both the oriented circles shown in Figure A.1, as well
as the first homology classes represented by the oriented meridians of these circles.

T T T

>
x1

<
x2

<
y1

>
y2

0 0 0 0

Figure A.1: The 3–fold branched cover †

Our goal is to prove:

Theorem A.1 d.†; s0C 4 bx2 /� �
3
2

.

Proof Momentarily ignoring the knots T , observe that changing the 3 crossings with
stars on them would enable one to pull apart fthe curves labeled x1 and y1g from
fthe curves labeled x2 and y2g. Recall also that one can achieve a crossing change by
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adding a �1–framed curve and blowing it down, as shown in Figure A.2. We refer the
reader to [27] for the specifics of Kirby calculus.

�1  
blow down

Figure A.2: Blowing down a �1

Corresponding to the three indicated crossing-changes, we now describe a 4–dimen-
sional cobordism W , one of whose boundary components is �† and the other we
call Y . Begin with †� Œ0; 1� and form W by attaching to †� f1g four �1–framed
2–handles along curves fe1; e2; e3; e4g, where e4 is a meridian of x2 and e1; e2; e3

are the above-mentioned small circles about the starred crossings, like the �1–framed
curve in Figure A.2, forming the homology classes e1 D y1 � x2 , e2 D y1 � x2 ,
e3 D x1�y2 . Y is the 3–manifold obtained from framed surgery on the union of the
framed link in Figure A.1 together with the four �1–framed circles. To simplify Y ,
we blow down all four of the �1. Since each �1–framed curve has linking number
one with the curves that pass through it, each blow-down increases the framings of
these curves involved by 1. The resulting framed link description of Y is shown in
Figure A.3.

3 3T

T T
1 2 1 3

Figure A.3: The top boundary Y

A presentation matrix for H1.†/ with respect to the basis given by the meridians
fx1;x2;y1;y2g is given by the framing matrix P of the framed link in Figure A.1:

P D

0BB@
0 0 3 1

0 0 2 3

3 2 0 0

1 3 0 0

1CCA :
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From this we see that H1.†/ŠZ7˚Z7 is generated by fx1;y1g and where x2D 4x1

and y2 D 4y1 . Hence the order of each of xi ;yi ; ei is 7. It also follows that
H1.W /D 0.

We now compute the intersection form on H2.W /. Since † is a rational homology
sphere, H2.W / Š Z4 with basis fE1;E2;E3;E4g given as follows. Since ei has
order 7 in H1.†/, there is a surface, Fi , in †� f1g with boundary 7 ei . Then Ei is
represented by the union of this surface and seven copies of the core of the 2–handle
attached along ei . Note that

Ei �Ej DEi �Fj D 7ei �Fj D lk†.7 ei ; 7 ej /D 49 lk†.ei ; ej /:

Since the oriented curves ei miss the four-component framed link (in Figure A.1), the
linking number in † is related to the linking number in S3 by the formula

lk†.ei ; ej /D lkS3.ei ; ej /� Œei �
>
�P�1

� Œej �;

where Œ � denotes the coordinates with respect to fx1;x2;y1;y2g and where, if i D j ,
linking number is interpreted as framing. We refer the reader to [36, Lemma 1.1] for a
proof. Since the matrix that expresses fe1; : : : ; e4g in terms of fx1;x2;y1;y2g is

QD

0BB@
0 0 1 0

�1 �1 0 1

1 1 0 0

0 0 �1 0

1CCA ;
we compute that the matrix, I , for the intersection form on W , with respect to the
basis fE1;E2;E3;E4g is:

I D 49lk† D 49.�I �QT P�1Q/D 7

0BB@
�9 �2 �6 1

�2 �9 �6 1

�6 �6 �11 3

1 1 3 �7

1CCA
One checks that �.I/ D �4, so W is a negative-definite cobordism with boundary
Y t�†. This will enable us to relate the d –invariants of † with those of Y , once we
specify a spinc –structure on W .

Let w 2H2.W; @W / denote the class represented by the core of the 2–handle added
along e4 D x2 (extended so that its boundary lies in @W ). Hence @�.w/ D .x2; 0/

in H1.@W / Š H1.†/ ˚ H1.Y /. We claim that the Poincare dual, yw , of w is a
characteristic class in H 2.W / (as defined in Equation (6-7) ). It suffices to see that
7 yw is characteristic. Note that 7wD��.E4/, where ��W H2.W /!H2.W; @W /. We
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must verify that, for all x 2H2.W /,

x �x � .� ı 7 yw/.x/D .� ıP:D:.7w//.x/D .� ıP:D: ı��.E4//.x/DE4 �x;

where the last equality is the definition of the intersection form (see (6-5)). Suppose
x has coordinates .a; b; c; d/ with respect to our basis fE1;E2;E3;E4g. Then we
calculate using I that, modulo 2, both x � x and E4 � x are given by aC bC cC d .
Thus w is characteristic and so we know by Diagram (6-3) and the surrounding
discussion that there exists t 2 spinc.W / with c1.t/ D yw . Then t restricts to some
.s0C z0; sY

0
C z/ 2 spinc.†tY /, where s0 and sY

0
are spinc –structures on † and Y

that correspond to spin structures, and where c1.s0C z0/D yx2 and c1.s
Y
0
C z/D 0.

Since c1.s0C 4yx2/D 2.4yx2/D yx2 and since H 2.†/ has no 2–torsion, we conclude
that z0 D 4yx2 . Since c1.z

Y
0
C z/D 2z we conclude that either z D 0 or z D yc , where

c is the unique element of order two in H1.Y /Š Z7˚Z6 .

Moreover, since ��.E4/D7w , ��. yE4/D7 yw . Thus, by definition (see (6-8) and (6-6)),

c1.t/
2
D yw2

WD
QW . yE4; yE4/

49
WD

E4 �E4

49
D�1:

Thus, by the Ozsváth–Szabó inequality (6-1),

(A-1) d.†; s0C 4yx2/C
�1C 4

4
� d.Y; sY

0 C z/:

Lemma A.2 Let M be the 3–manifold obtained by substituting two unknots for the
two right-most copies of T in Figure A.3. Suppose sM

0
2 spinc.M / comes from a spin

structure on M . Then d.Y; sY
0
C z/ � d.M; sM

0
C z0/, where, if z D 0 then z0 D 0

and if z D yc then z0 D yc0 , where c0 is the element of order two in H1.M /.

Proof Recall that the knot T can be unknotted by changing one positive crossing.
We will describe a 4–dimensional cobordism Z from Y to M .

First, note that blowing down a �1–framed circle around a positive crossing in a framed
knot (similar to Figure A.2) changes it to a negative crossing and does not change
the framing (since we choose the circle to have zero linking number with the knot).
Second, consider this process applied to the .2; 0/–cable of such a knot (where the
two components can have different framings). One can check that blowing down a �1

around a positive crossing in the “doubled version” of Figure A.2 does not change either
the linking number between the two components or the framings of the components. It
does however change the crossing. Thus, since T can be unknotted by changing one
positive crossing, the framed knot .T; 1/ can be changed to .U; 1/ by blowing down a
single �1. Similarly, the framed link .T.2;0/; .2; 1// can be changed to .U.2;0/; .2; 1//
by blowing down one �1.
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Consider the cobordism Z obtained by adding two �1–framed 2–handles to Y � Œ0; 1�

according to the previous paragraph. Since blowing down the �1 amounts to unknotting
the two right-most copies of T in Figure A.3, the top boundary of Z is what we called
M . Each of the �1 framed circles is nullhomologous in Y and they have zero linking
number in Y , so the intersection form on H2.Z/Š Z2 is given by the matrix �I2x2 .
It also follows that H1.Y /ŠH1.Z/ŠH1.M /.

The spinc –structure .sM
0
; sY

0
/ on @Z DM t�Y extends to some spinc –structure t0

on Z . First we consider the case that zD 0. By Lemma 6.4, we may alter t0 to assume
c1.t0/

2D�ˇ2.Z/. Then by inequality (6-1), d.Y; sY
0
/�d.M; sM

0
/. Next we consider

the case that z D yc . Let c0 denote the unique element of order 2 in H1.M / that is
homologous to c in H1.Z/. Since .c0;�c/2H1.@Z/ maps to zero in H1.Z/, the class
.yc0;�yc/ 2H 2.Z; @Z/ is j �.ˇ/ for some ˇ 2H 2.Z/. Therefore t0Cˇ 2 spinc.Z/

restricts to the class .sM
0
Cyc0; sY

0
Cyc/ in spinc.@Z/. By Lemma 6.4, we may assume

c1.t0Cˇ/
2 D�ˇ2.Z/. By inequality (6-1), d.Y; sY

0
Cyc/� d.M; sM

0
Cyc0/.

Now one can simplify M by blowing down the two C1. Then we see that

M Š S3
�7.T # LHT/ # S3

�6.LHT/:

Let N D S3
�7
.T # LHT/. To a knot J in S3 , Ozsváth and Szabó associate a Z˚Z–

filtered chain complex CFK1.J / over Z2 . There is an action on CFK1.J / by a
formal variable U that lowers the bifiltration by .1; 1/. We can think of the generators
of CFK1.J / as triples Œx; i; j �, where .i; j / is the bifiltration. Let

CFK1.J /fi � 0 and j � 0g

denote the quotient complex of CFK1.J / generated by those generators of CFK1.J /
with i � 0 and j � 0. Ozsváth and Szabó give [46, Corollary 4.2] a filtered chain
homotopy equivalence (denoted ')

(A-2) HFC
`
.S3
�7.J /; s0/'Hk.CFK1.J /fi � 0 and j � 0g/;

where ` D k � 3
2

. Recall that the variable U acts on HFC and that any element
˛ 2HFC.N; s0/ has a grading gr.˛/ 2Q. The homotopy equivalence above respects
the U –action. The definition of the d –invariant is

d.N; s0/D min
˛¤02HFC.N;s0/

fgr.˛/ j ˛ 2 im U k for all k � 0g:

Thus, to compute d.N; s0/, it suffices to consider the complex CFK1.T # LHT/ and
its quotients.
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By Section A.1 below, CFK1.T / D CFK1.RHT/˚A, where A is acyclic. Also,
there is a Künneth theorem for CFK1 of connected sums. These remarks imply:

CFK1.T # LHT/' CFK1.T /˝CFK1.LHT/

D .CFK1.RHT/˚A/˝CFK1.LHT/

D .CFK1.RHT/˝CFK1.LHT//˚ .A˝CFK1.LHT//:

By the Künneth Theorem for complexes over the PID Z=2ZŒU;U�1�, the right sum-
mand is acyclic. Since the d –invariant is defined as a minimum over nonzero homology
classes, only CFK1.RHT/˝CFK1.LHT/ will contribute to the d –invariant. Thus,
as far as d –invariants are concerned, CFK1.T # LHT/ and CFK1.RHT # LHT/ are
interchangeable. This and the Ozsváth–Szabó equivalence (A-2) imply that

d.S3
�7.T # LHT/; s0/D d.S3

�7.RHT # LHT/; s0/:

Since the d –invariant of surgery on a knot is an invariant of the smooth concordance
class of the knot, we see that d.S3

�7
.RHT # LHT/; s0/ D d.S3

�7
.U /; s0/. We see

d.S3
�7
.U /; s0/D�

3
2

by [43, Theorem 6.1] (which is based on results in [47] and [48]).

Finally, by combining the above calculations we can finish the proof of Theorem A.1.
First we treat the case that z D z0 D 0. The d –invariants of surgery on L–space
knots are known. In particular, d.S3

6
.RHT/; s0/D

5
4
� 2 [43, Theorem 6.1]. Thus by

Equation (A-1), Lemma A.2, we have

d.†; s0C 4bx2/C
3
4
� d.Y; s0/� d.M; s0/

D d.S3
�7.T # LHT/; s0/C d.S3

�6.LHT/; s0/

D d.S3
�7.U /; s0/� d.S3

6 .RHT/; s0/

D�
3
2
� .5

4
� 2/D�3

4
:

Now we consider the case that z D c; z0 D c0 . In this case the only change is that we
must now use d.S3

6
.RHT/; s0C3/ which was computed to be �1

4
in [43, Theorem 6.1].

Then as above

d.†; s0C 4bx2/C 3=4� d.Y; s0C z/

� d.M; s0C z0/

D d.S3
�7.T # LHT/; s0/C d.S3

�6.LHT/; s0C 3/

D d.S3
�7.U /; s0/� d.S3

6 .RHT/; s0C 3/

D�
3
2
� .�1

4
/D�5

4
:
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A.1: A splitting of CFK1.T /

We will briefly review the basics of CFK1 and prove a splitting result for CFK1.T /.
Throughout, abbreviate C D CFK1 . Our treatment here is a “user’s guide” of sorts.
We refer the reader to the source [46] for more. We would like to thank Matt Hedden
and Jen Hom for telling us about this result (see [32, Proposition 6.1]).

Given a knot K , C.K/ is a Z˚ Z–filtered chain complex over Z=2Z. Its total
homology is HFK1.S3/. A formal variable U acts on C.K/, and so does U�1 .
The U –action commutes with @, making C.K/ a Z=2ZŒU;U�1�–module whose
homology has rank 1. There is an ordering � on the bifiltration: filtration level .i; j /
is � filtration level .i 0j 0/ if i � i 0 and j � j 0 . The boundary operator preserves � on
the level of filtrations, and U lowers the bifiltration by .1; 1/. In fact, one can obtain a
basis (as a module) for C.K/ from the Z–filtered homology group bHFK .K/ via the
identification [34, Equation 6.3]

(A-3) bHFK�.K; j /Š C�f0; j g:

Using this identification, the i –coordinate of the bifiltration records the negative U –
power, and the j –coordinate records the difference between the Alexander filtration
(from bHFK ) and the U –power. Multiplication by U lowers homological grading by
2, and so we have

(A-4) C�f0; j g Š C��2nf�n; j � ng:

Recall T is the positively clasped, untwisted Whitehead double of the right-handed
trefoil RHT . As a Z=2Z–vector space, bHFK .T / has rank 15 [31, Theorem 1.2], and
so by Equation (A-3), C.T / has rank 15 as a Z=2ZŒU;U�1�–module. It is convenient
to visualize C.T / by drawing the Z=2Z–ranks of the chain groups at filtration level
.i; j / in the .i; j /–plane. We have done this in Figure A.4, only for homological
gradings 0 (in Hindu–Arabic numerals) and 1 (in Roman numerals).

i

j

4=III2

2

II

II

Figure A.4: Ranks of the chain groups homological gradings 0 and I

We may draw arrows in the .i; j / plane to indicate pieces the boundary map @. Since
@ preserves the filtration, arrows point down and/or left. By the distribution of the
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chain groups in the .i; j /–plane, the only possible arrows are length one arrows #,  ,
and .. Let us denote the direction of these arrows by

d
�!;

l
�! and

ld
�!;

respectively. Note that by Equation (A-3), the homology of the column C fi D 0g

is bHF.S3/Š Z=2Z. By the symmetry bHFK .K;�j /Š bHFK .K; j / and by the U –
action, we see that the homology of the row C fj D 0g is bHF.S3/. By the action, any
column or row has homology Z=2Z.

Let us examine the column C fiD0g. It is convenient to consider the ranks of the groups
in this column, according to their j –filtration and homological grading �. Below, nj ;�

denotes a rank n Z=2Z–vector space in filtration level j with homological grading
�. For typographical reasons, we will express the column in horizontal form so that
the downward arrows in the column are expressed as rightward arrows. Since the
homology of the column has rank 1, we see that the ranks of the vertical differential
are as follows (two arrows means the differential has rank 2):

21;0
-

21;�1
--

30;�1
--
--40;�2

2�1;�2

2�1;�3

So a nonzero element, say a in 21;0 , is in the kernel, but not the image, of the vertical
differential. Let us now return to considering all of C.T /.

Claim 1 There is only one arrow into a. More specifically, there exists a unique arrow
into a, and it is of the form b!

l
a. We know there must be at least one !l into a,

by the symmetry of the filtration, for a lies in the left-most position in its row and
the vertical chain complex maps onto the bottom-most groups. Thus, we may pick a
b!

l
a. If there is another arrow d !

l
a, we may eliminate it by a basis change. If there

is a diagonal d�!
ld

a, we may eliminate it by a filtered change of basis (b is below d ,
so b � d on the level of filtrations).

Claim 2 There is no arrow out of a. To see this, one must translate the 15 generators
in Figure A.4 by the action of U�1 . Nothing lies to the left of a. By our choice of a,
there are no vertical arrows emanating from a. No diagonal arrows may emanate from
a, either, as the only elements southwest of a have the wrong homological grading.

Claim 3 There is no arrow into b , by claims 1 and 2, and @2 D 0.

Claim 4 There is a (unique) b!
d

c . Since b is not in the image of the vertical
differential (claim 3), and since it is not in the top of its column, Œb�D02H�.C fiD1g/.
Thus, there is a nonzero c so that b!

d
c . We may assume c is the vertical image of b .
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Claim 5 There are no arrows emanating from c , because 0 D @2b D @.aC c/ D

@aC @c D @c .

Claim 6 There are no other vertical arrows into c . Let us look at the piece of C fi D 1g

that splits as 2!3!2. This is the piece where U�1a, b and c live. Now @U�1aD0,
but the 2! 3 has rank 1. Complete U�1a to a basis fU�1a;gg. Define d to be the
image of g . Now d is in the kernel of the vertical differential. The map 3! 2 has
rank 2, so we may complete fb; dg to a basis fb; d; eg, where e!

d
f and fc; f g is a

basis for the bottom-most group in the column. By a change of basis, we may assume
that e 6!

d
c .

Claim 7 There are no diagonal arrows into c . If there is a h�!
ld

c , then h must live
in the bottom-most spot in its column. There could be at most two diagonal arrows
into c , so by a change of basis, we may assume there is exactly one. By rank reasons,
there would be a i !

d
h. Thus, there would exist a two-arrow path from i to c . Now

@2i D 0, so there must exist another two-arrow path from i to c . Such a path must be
�!
ld
!
d or !d �!ld . The first case is impossible since d 6!

d
c and e 6!

d , and b has no
arrows coming in (Claim 3). The second case is impossible since we assumed there
was a unique diagonal arrow into c .

Now, Claims 1–7 imply that C.T / splits off a summand consisting of U –translates
of a l b!

d
c . This is CFK1.RHT/, as one can compute from the genus one Hee-

gaard diagram for the trefoil. The total homology of C.T / has rank 1, and so does
CFK1.RHT/. Thus, CFK1.T /D CFK1.RHT/˚A, where A is acyclic.

Appendix B: Casson–Gordon invariants as obstructions to
membership in P2 or N2

We review Casson–Gordon invariants. Suppose K is a knot and q is a prime power.
Let †q denote the q–fold cyclic cover of S3 branched over K . Suppose d D pr is a
prime power and �W H1.†q/! Zd is a homomorphism. The associated character
is the composition �W H1.†q/! Zd ,! C� , where 1 2 Zd is mapped to a fixed
primitive d th root of unity �d . To this data Casson–Gordon [3] associate a Witt class

�.K; �/ 2L0.k/˝Z
h

1

d

i
;

where kDQ.�d /.t/. We remark that, since it can be shown that L0.k/ has no odd
torsion (see [40, Appendix 2] and [24, page 478]), one thinks, without loss, of � as
lying in L0.k/˝R, where RD Z.2/ if p is odd and RDQ if p D 2. We call this
a Casson–Gordon invariant. It is not a concordance invariant. The collection of all
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such invariants (fixed q and d , varying �) obstructs a knot’s being a slice knot in the
following sense. Suppose that K bounds the slice disk � ,! B4 and suppose that
Vq is the q–fold cyclic cover of B4 branched over �. Casson–Gordon proved [3,
Theorem 2]:

(A) The kernel Q of the inclusion-induced j�W H1.†q/!H1.Vq/ is a metabolizer
for the torsion-linking form, and � extends to H1.Vq/ if and only if �.Q/D 0.

(B) For any � that extends to H1.Vq/, �.K; �/D 0.

We call this “the Casson–Gordon slicing obstructions for K”. We need to generalize
these results by replacing the condition that K is a slice knot by the much weaker
conditions that, for part (A), K 2 Fodd

1
and, for part (B), K 2 Fodd

1:5
. These were

essentially already proved in [12, Proposition 9.7 and Theorem 9.11], respectively,
where these were shown under the hypotheses that K 2F1 , and K 2F1:5 respectively.

Theorem B.1 Suppose that K 2 Fodd
1:5

, that is, K is slice in a 4–manifold V as in
Definition 5.4). Then “the Casson–Gordon obstructions for K vanish”. More precisely,
with the above terminology:

(A) The kernel Q of the inclusion-induced j�W H1.†q/!H1.Vq/ satisfies QDQ?

with respect to the torsion-linking form, and � extends to H1.Vq/ if and only if
�.Q/D 0.

(B) For any � that extends to H1.Vq/, �.K; �/D 0.

Moreover part (A) requires only that K 2 Fodd
1

, and all statements hold even in the
topological category (that is V may be merely a topological 4–manifold).

Proof Since K 2Fodd
1:5

, K bounds a slice disk � in a manifold V as in Definition 5.4
(for n D 1:5). Alternatively the 4–manifold W D V n� has boundary MK and
satisfies the conditions of Definition 5.3. Let Wq denote the q–fold cyclic cover of
W and let Vq denote the branched cyclic cover over �. Since there is a canonical
isomorphism H1.Vq/˚ZŠH1.Wq/, � extends to Wq .

To prove (A) we need only assume K 2 Fodd
1

, that is that V satisfies Definition 5.4
for n D 1. This proof was sketched in [12, Proposition 9.7]. By Lemma 6.3, it
suffices to show that the intersection form on Vq is unimodular. The hypotheses on
the Li and Di , guaranteed by Definition 5.4, ensure that these surfaces lift to any
abelian covering space of W and in particular to Wq . The mq lifts of the Li and
the mq lifts of the Di span a free abelian subgroup of rank 2mq in H2.Vq/ (they
are linearly independent because each member has a homological dual). Their span
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can be shown to be a direct summand of H2.Vq/ by an argument similar to that at
the start of the proof of Theorem 6.2. An Euler characteristic argument shows that
the dimension of H2.WqIQ/ (and hence H2.Vq/) is 2mq . Thus these lifts form a
basis for H2.Vq/=TH2.Vq/. Therefore the intersection form on Vq is a direct sum of
matrices of the form �

0 1

1 �

�
;

hence is unimodular. This concludes the proof of (A).

Our proof of (B) will consist in pointing out why the proof of [12, Theorem 9.11]
works under the weaker hypothesis. The reader can follow along with [12, page 516],
as we review the argument. Recall that, since � extends to H1.Wq/, �.K; �/ may be
calculated as the difference between two Witt classes, one represented by the (image
of the) ordinary intersection form on H2.WqIQ/ and the other represented by the
intersection form on H2.WqIk/.

In order to show that the ordinary intersection form on H2.WqIQ/ is Witt trivial it
suffices to exhibit a half-rank isotropic subspace of H2.WqIQ/. The hypotheses on
the Li and Di ensure that these surfaces lift to any abelian covering space of W and
in particular to Wq . The mq lifts of the Li form an isotropic subspace of dimension
mq (they are linearly independent because they have homological duals). An Euler
characteristic argument shows that the dimension of H2.WqIQ/ is 2mq . Thus the
ordinary intersection form on H2.WqIQ/ is Witt trivial.

Similarly the hypotheses imply that the Li lift to any metabelian cover and indeed
represent an isotropic submodule of the covering space of W with �1 D �1.W /.2/ . It
follows that the Li span an isotropic subspace of H2.WqIk/. We claim that it is of half-
rank. By [12, Lemma 9.6], dimkH2.Wq;k/DdimQH2.Wq;Q/D 2mq . Therefore
it suffices to show that the mq (disjoint) lifts of the Li are linearly independent in
H2.Wq;k/. This is proved in [12, bottom of page 516] (in that argument replace the
2–spheres by our surfaces Li ).

Suppose that K D R.J; �/ is the result of infection on a ribbon knot R by a knot
J along the circle � where lk(�,R/D 0. In other words, K is a satellite of J with
companion R of winding number zero. Suppose q is a prime power. Then the first
homology of the q–fold branched covers of S3 over R and R.K/ are naturally
isomorphic and so we can identify, in a canonical way, the characters on these 3–
manifolds [40, Lemma 4]. Then, for any such character, �, of prime power order d , it
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was shown in [40, Corollary 2] that

�.R.K/; �/D �.R; �/C

qX
iD1

˛i.J /:

We must explain the notation ˛i.J /. Each lift z�i of � represents a homology class
xi 2 H1.†q/ and hence under � corresponds to a root of unity �.xi/ D �

s.i/
d

. For
each i we have the following commutative diagram

L0.ZŒx;x
�1�/

fi
�!L0.Q.�d //

i
�!L0.Q.�d //˝Z.2/

j
�!L0.k/˝Z.2/;

where the first map is induced by sending x to �.xi/ (her also for simplicity we restrict
to the case that d is odd). The class ˛i.J / is the image under this composition of the
ordinary algebraic concordance class of J .

Suppose further that � extends over the q–fold cover of B4 branched over some slice
disk for R. Then �.R; �/D 0 by Casson–Gordon’s main result. Thus, in this case, the
� –invariants of R.K/ are equal to sums of certain algebraic concordance invariants of
J , where here one must use that the maps i and j above are injective (see [40] and
[24, page 480]). Specifically we are interested in certain 2–torsion invariants, ıi=d .J /,
of the algebraic concordance class of J which were defined by Gilmer–Livingston [25,
Section 1], and identified with �J .�

i
d
/ (see [25, page 129] and [24, Appendix 2]).

Here �J .t/ is the symmetrized Alexander polynomial of J . These invariants take
values in the quotient, Nd , of Q.�d C �d / by the subgroup of norms of elements of
Q.�d /.

Then, by combining our Theorem B.1 with the above-mentioned work of Litherland and
Gilmer–Livingston, we have the following, which extends a version of [25, Theorem 7]
(see their corrected statement in [23]).

Theorem B.2 Suppose that K DR.J; �/ is the result of infection on a topologically
slice knot R by a knot J along the circle � where lk(�,R/D 0 and that K 2 Fodd

1:5
via

the 4–manifold W . Suppose q is a prime power, †q denotes the q–fold cyclic cover
branched over K , d is an odd prime power, �W H1.†q/! Zd ! C� is a character,
nontrivial on a lift of �, that extends over Wq and extends over the q–fold cover of B4

branched over a slice disk for R. Then
qY

iD1

�J

�
�

s.i/

d

�
is a norm of Q.�d /.
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Corollary B.3 Let K be the knot shown on the left-hand side of Figure B.1, where J

is the twist knot with a negative clasp and 11 twists and T is a topologically slice knot.
Let �1; �2 be meridional circles to the left and right-hand bands of K , respectively.
Then K 62 N2 via K D @� ,! V wherein the kernel of the inclusion-induced map
j�W H1.†3.K//!H1.V3/ is generated by the lifts of �2 , and †3;V3 are the 3–fold
covers branched over K and � respectively.

J

K �

T TU

R�

Figure B.1: K DR.J; �1/

Proof of Corollary B.3 Suppose that K2N2 via such a V . Let x1; �.x1/ and �2.x1/

denote the homology classes of the lifts of �1 and let y1; �.y1/ and �2.y1/ denote
the homology classes of the lifts of �2 . Define �W H1.†3.K//! Z7 by �.x1/D 1,
�.�.x1//D 4, �.�2.x1//D 2, �.y1/D 0, �.�.y1//D 0 and �.�2.y1//D 0. Since
ker�� kerj� , the character � extends to V3 .

Note that K DR.J; �1/, where R is the ribbon knot shown on the right-hand side of
Figure B.1. Note that RD S.T; �2/, where S is the ribbon knot 946 . The latter knot
has a ribbon disk obtained by “cutting the right-hand band”. It may be seen then that
R is topologically slice via a disk � ,!B4 for which � extends over the 3–fold cover
branched over �. Now we may apply Theorem B.1 with qD 3; d D 7 to conclude that

�J .�7/�J .�
4
7/�J .�

2
7/D 11089D 13 � 853

is a norm of Q.�7/. Here �J .t/D�11t C 23� 11t�1 and the calculation was done
via Maple. But 13 has order 2 in Z�

7
so 11089 is not a norm of Q.�7/ [25, page 128].

This is a contradiction.
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